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Not all addicts have a monkey
on their back — some of them
have Billy and Amanda from

Food Not Bombs vows to
continue to serve the hungry

eee despite contempt of court

“Melrose Place.”
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The women’s volleyball team needs a little help from San
Francisco State and two wins against NCAC foes Sonoma
State and UC Davis to win the conference. The action

against Sonoma starts Friday at 7 p.m.
Sports, page 23
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Erin Mutch (above) wiii iead the
Lady ‘Jacks into this
weekend’s match-ups against
conference rivals Sonoma
State and UC Davis. Mutch, a
senior setter from Newbury
Park, Calif. is seven assists
shy of 1,000 this season.
Above left, sophomore Amee
Foss (left) and sophomore
middle hitter Jennifer Lundeen
will be key in Friday’s matchup against the Cossacks of

Sonoma State.

;

—

’

One game behind Sonoma and two behind the Aggies of UC Davis, the 7-3 Lady ‘Jacks play at home this

weekend. From left, Andrea Thorpe, Wendy Riggs, Nem Donahue, Amee Foss and Erin Mutch get pumped
up during some action at home earlier in the season.
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Former dean calls removal from

—

duty by president ‘uncharacteristic’

|

By Marolyn Krasner
CAMPUS EDITOR

Almost two weeks after she was
unexpectedly put on vacation

vacation and she
with a plan.
McCrone was
commentat press
is in Long Beach

would come up
unavailable for
time because he
at the California

18 from Guillaume which stated

State University Board of Trust-

because she initially submitted her

of research and graduate studies,
said she still has many questions

ees meeting.

resignation letter to McCrone he

Alfred Guillaume, vice president
for academic affairs, said “typically
when someone in the administra-

would refer her request for vacation to him also.

tion goes back to the faculty there
is an opportunity for that person
to take vacation to use up the unused vacation so that there is nota

said he did receive Bicknell’s plan
but “didn’t accept it or reject it.
Based on the fact that...it is the
president who has received initially her letter of

State University as I have known
it,” Bicknell said. “I was very surprised.”

In a later interview, Guillaume

Whe ick eT
signed last August —
“I think that this action is very
for reasons she would
not disclose — she
uncharacteristic of the spirit and social
said she had discussions with President
environment of Humboldt State University
Alistair McCrone in
as | have known it.”
which she told him it
was her desire to
“leave the office for
Academic Affairs as

quickly as possible.
“The president indicated and I agreed
with him that the responsible thing
to do would be to stay for the entire
fall semester,” she said.
This, she said, would provide a

smooth transition for her successor in the dean position.
“At the president’s request I
agreed to stay for the entire fall
semester,” Bicknell said.

She said during those discussions in August she reminded
McCrone about a policy referred
to as “lumping out.”
“Which means that employees
which are moving from a position
which accrues vacation to one
which does not accrue vacation are
generally encouraged as much as

possible to take all of their vacation
so that we don’t have to have the

expense of giving them the big
check of their vacation benefits,”

Bicknell said.
She said she ensured McCrone
it was her intention to take her

SUSAN BICKNELL
former dean of research and graduate studies

lump-out payment. . .typically that
is done in the spirit of willingness

by the individual.”
Bicknell said her vacation time
did not amount to very much.

“J didn’t have very much vacation backlog. I only had about just
a little over four weeks of vacation,” she said. “I did come up

with a plan to take my vacation.”
She said she submitted a plan to
Guillaume, her supervisor. In the
plan she proposed to take Mon-

esi; ation... thought

it would be more appropriate to refer that
matter, which

I did,”

Guillaume said.
Bicknell received
through campus mail a
letter from McCrone
Oct.

23

dated

three

days earlier. In that letter McCrone stated

“You are to begin taking your entitled vaca-

tion on a continuous
basis beginning Monday, Oct.
“Upon exhaustion of your todate accrued vacation credits,
which is estimated to occur in the
first week of December, you are
hereby assigned to anadmuinistrative leave at full pay...”
Guillaume said the decision to

|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

put her on vacation leave was not
his and was between her and the
president. He also said the terms
of her administrative leave —

which begins after her vacation
leave has ended — is also between

time off until Jan. 16.
She said this would enable her

her and the president.
Bicknell said she was surprised
by the actions of the president.

days and Thursdays and keep up
with her duties as dean.
She said the plan “would enable
me to put in enough time in the
office to keep up with the flow of

|

FO.

days and Fridays off until finals
week and then take the rest of the
to teach her forestry class on Tues-

3

attend. So that is the vacation plan
I
submitted
to
Provost
Guillaume.”
She received a memo dated Oct.

leave, Susan Bicknell, former dean

for the administration.
“T think that this action is very
uncharacteristic of the spirit and
social environment of Humboldt

Wednesday, Nov. 8,1995

She said the plan she devised
called for no lumping out of funds
by the university.
In the president’s plan she will

work and to attend most of the
meetings that I am obligated to

In memory

MAROLYN KRASNER / CAMPUS EDITOR

The flag is at half-staff in memory of Yitzhak Rabin, who
was killed last weekend at a peace rally in Israel. Rabin
was prime minister of Israel and played a key role in the
peace negotiations between Israeli/Palestinian relations.

See Bicknell, page 6

Student photography exhibit stirs debate
By Vanessa L. Payne
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Two art students were warned Monday

by art department faculty their exhibit called
“Seeing is Believing: Herstory” in the Foyer
Gallery may be reassembled, or certain
pieces removed, ifany complaints about the

nature of work are filed with the department.

Melanie Rushand Julie Echo Gostin, both
studio art seniors, were informed in a letter

by Martin Morgan, interim department chair
and Student Access Gallery faculty director, that if there are any complaints about
their photo exhibition featuring female nudity, one of two measures will be taken.

“T will ask them to redesign the exhibit...
if that doesn’t work then I will ask them to
have an attendant to ensure it has the appro-

priate audience,” Morgan said.
Teresa Stanley, professor of art and

S.A.G. faculty adviser, said in the event
there are any complaints nothing would be
done without first consulting the artists and
student members of S.A.G.
“We’re not interested in censoring anything. We’re just trying to be sensitive,”

Stanley said. “People do walk through it
(the gallery) other than to see art so we do
have to be sensitive.”
In response to faculty concerns of public

scrutiny, about 30 photo students gathered
in the gallery Monday afternoon to discuss
the issue. Rush, Gostinand their colleagues
were in an uproar about the faculty’s decision to label the show as controversial before it was even put up.
“There’s no opposition, yet. There’s a
concern...there are pins and needles. It’s

preparation out of fear,” Gostin said.
Rush said she objected to the warning
signs put up at each of the entrances to the

gallery prior to the hanging of the show.

“I was annoyed that they were made before anything went up,” Rush said, noting
she was offended by the faculty’s actions.
Other students expressed their opposition to the faculty’s decision to make a big
issue of the images being presented in such
a prominent public space.
“This is a gallery space and should be
respected as such,” said Grippi, studio art
senior.
Rush said she and Gostin did not intentionally display the photos in a certain way
to sensationalize their work or attract more
attention from viewers.
“When we were putting it up, we didn’t
think what images were facing what en-

trance,” she said.

Morgan said one of his main concerns

about the show is that children can and do
wander in and out of the gallery on a regular
basis. He referred specifically to the
children’s art classes held every Saturday in
the art building.
Mark Soderstrom, studio art senior and

student director of S.A.G., said he agreed
half ofthe reason for concern is the children’s
program but it should not inhibit HSU students from presenting their work — regardless of the content.
“They (the children) are in a university
art building. ..there are alot of students who
do this type of graphic work. If you can’t
show that kind of work here, then where can

you?” Soderstrom said.

See Photos, page 6
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unteers trained to lead classroom
scussions about racial issues in
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Volunteers arealso required to go
through workshops sponsored by
Y.E.S. and an all-day training seminar

put
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by

S.T.A.R.

the more kids that will be affected.”
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Volunteers aré given a class cyrnculurm which consists of icebreak-
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,

discrmunation.

be

ersand games, lesson plans. histor;-

cal and descriptive overviews and
techmques to promote productive
conversalion
“The

among

overall

students.

goals

of the

gram are to dispel stereotypes ar id

to promote tolerance and greater
understanding

among

students

from diverse backgrounds by engaging them in open and mearung-

ful dialogue,” theS.T.A.R. curricu-

lum guide stated.
Volunteers put inan hour of work
a week as well as a Tuesday program meeting.
“Anybody who can come should
come,” Siegel said. “(Volunteers)
are given an excellent teaching
experience.
“The most important elements for success are the interest, energy and creativity expressed
by (S.T.A.R.

facilitators) and the

students,” theS.T.A.R. curnculum
guide stated.

“We're looking forward to getting students out working in the
community,” Bolick said.
More information about the
program is available at 826-4965.
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Panhandlers
target women

Sousa.
UPD and APD patrol the area
and when UPD responds toacomplaint the panhandlers “move on
their way if they haven’t committed an (arrestable) violation,” he
said.
UPD Sgt. Ray Fagot said there
“haven’t been a lot of reports as of
late” about panhandling, but that
people don’t normally take the
time to— or think to — alert UPD.

room Wednesday night. A resident was trying to get into a door
he had just closed when a large
musical instrument fell and
blocked entry.
¢ Friday afternoon two people
were seen climbing trees near Plant
Operations. In an unrelated incident three hours later, a physics
professor and an Arcata woman
were seen climbing a tree behind
the Art building. The four tree

Giant Commons Saturday night.

“Some people don’t mind (pan-

climbers were warned and advised

handling) at all, but some people

of university regulations and liabilities.
¢ People in the Hill Quad, apparently returning from down-

¢ Monday morning a vehicle

¢ Two reports of “aggressive
panhandlers” on the pedestrian un-

are really bothered by it,” he said.
¢ Shortly after midnight

derpass that precedes the foot

Wednesday a resident director
saw a man duck behind the Co-

bridge were received last week.
Librarian Erich Schimps walks
the overpass daily and has observed
a group of panhandlers being “very
selective” inapproaching freshmen

women.
He said the individuals start by
sweet-talking or mentioning their
disabilities,

but when

ignored

sometimes follow and harass the

women.
Schimps described the behavior as “almost predatory.”
Panhandling on the overpass is
frequent, said UPD Sgt. Dennis

old were acting “rambunctious”
in the Art building and “being
mouthy” whenasked to leave Sun-

day morning. When

were banned from campus.

generation Plant. A Redwood Hall

ing and making bird noises early

resident was found and admonished for littering.
e A car security “club” locking
device was found safe and secure
underneath a vehicle in the Jolly
Giant Commons
lot early
Wednesday morning. The same
morning a vehicle was found with
its windshield smashed by a
pumpkin.
e A caller reported a group of
about 10 people trying to break
into a second floor Cypress Hall

Saturday morning. Thirty minutes
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with

a sheered-off wheel

in the middle of the street near the

Child Development Lab.
¢ A strong odor of “burning
paper or wood” was reported in
the second floor of Gist Hall Mon-

day afternoon. It originated from
burning incense in the studio of

the KRFH radio station.
¢ The theft of an “older
model” bicycle two months
was reported Monday. The
— in poor condition — was
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was
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later three nude men were reportedly running and screaming in the
Quad. All was quiet when UPD
arrived.
e A juvenile trapped inside the
University Center elevator was
freed by an engineer when the
doors wouldn’t open Saturday
morning. The elevator has since
been repaired.
¢ A flaming pizza box was found
burning near the dumpster at Jolly

YM

contacted,

UPD confiscated a knife with a
three-inch blade and the children

town Arcata, were heard scream-
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4ee wi"S
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no identifiable motive.”
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Photos
¢ Continued from page 3
He said this exhibit will be a test
for similar situations in the future.
Soderstrom said the question remains: “Is the school going to allow
truly uncensored artwork? I'm not
really sure how it’s going to go.”
Both Stanley and Morgan said
they would like to see an enclosed
space in the art building for students to exhibit their work.
“I really would like to solve that
problem. ..if next year I’m elected
chair I could get to that,” Morgan
said.
In the meantime, art students are
wondering how far the issue will go
and if it will be resolved. Students
are also concerned about being
branded “controversial” for producing work of a graphic nature

and being banned from having a
show.
Gostn said her images have been
wrongly interpreted to be aggressive and unfnendly to the viewer.
“I think a lot of people are think-

ing that we're telling them to go to
hell,” she said. “These images are
really safe in my world... everything
here is so consentual. If people are
afraid of this tiny statement, what
kind of censorship are we going
toward?”
Rush said no matter what she
will not back down and be silenced by the powers that be.
“I’m not going to be silent and
quiet about things,” she said.
“I'm tured of compromising to
the world.”

Bicknell
° Continued from page 3
be paid during her vacation as
if she were still working and
when placed on administrative leave she will receive full
dean’s pay, Guillaume said.
“In this case the costis mini-

mal,” he said of the money to
be paid to Bicknell during her
vacation time and adminustra-

tive leave.
She said she had not re-

quested any administrative
leave.

“I don’tknow why they did
what they did,” she said.
She said with her plan she

t could “keep
was confidenshe
up with what

needed

to be

done.

“Theoretically I'm on va-
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Stylists.

cation. I’m on vacation all
I'm
but
long
week
.two
ns
of a
sectio
teaching..
three-unit course,” she said.
She said now that she is on
vacation she is unsure of her

-Vavoom
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‘Tressa

‘Paul Mitchel
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‘Interactives

Open Monday- Saturday

|

Early mornings & evenings by apptointment
Walk -ins welcome!
Valley West Shopping Center

to the president butin his absence
Don Christensen, vice president
of development and administra-

tive services, said “the president
is completely comfortable with the
idea of you continuing to teach,”
n
seher.
told
Bicknell said Christen
“It wasn’t an answer. When I

asked him...is there anything legal or any personnel issues, he
said ‘not that I know

of.’ I just

asked him to pass along a message
to the president for the courtesy
of a phone call, which to date I
have not received.”
Christensen sent a memo to

Bicknell the same day which
address the liability or worker’s
comp issue.”
PerShe said the Management

ry

Our

sociology

student he has a fresh look at
what is going on.
“T think the action of that
letter that was sent pushing her

out was not handled right,” he
said.
He said at graduate council

meetings Guillaume is “constantly saying how much he
supports graduate education,
constantly saying how much
he supports Bicknell. But the
only true action they take flies
in the face of what he’s saying.”
Ferguson said he is unsure
of the effect the sudden
change will have on the
graduate studies department.
“I think there is almost no

doubt that forcing her out in

ministrative leave,” Bicknell
said.
She said the week she received the letter from
McCrone she tried to call

sure of the president.
“Itis true that the presidentis
completely in his right to do

said. “She is a wealth of information. She is very know!edgeable about what is going
on. She hasa lot of good ideas
and whether people agree

still al-

see if she was

said

what he did,” Bicknell said.
Don Bicknell, who is acting
as his wife’s attorney, said “both
Susan and President McCrone

to go on

the

she asked

agreed in August that the responsible thing to do to ensure
a smooth transition to an in-

terim or acting dean until a permanent successor could be
found was for her to continue

president if she was allowed

on the job”

to continue

semester.

teaching

and

until the end of the

with them or not. She is still
very professional.”
He said since Bicknell was removed from her position the
council “has drafted a letter to
send to the president informing

him that the council respects the
position of the president’s office
but we’re very concerned about
the actions that they took.”

Humboldt Green Apartments
Limited Apartments Available « First Come, First Serve Basis

Tap!

$445 to $595 per mo.
3 Bedroom Shared Units

$250 to $270 per mo.
Includes:

Ce
Ta eee

JAPANESE RESTAURANT

5

24-Hour Property Mgmt.
Computer Lab

.

Recreation Room

5
>

Laundry Facilities
Free Cable TV
Some Apts. - Paid Utilities
LocatedAt

1935 H St.
¥

o

C™

a

member of the graduate council said as a first-year graduate

1&2 Bedroom Apts.

a

and

effect on the transition,” he

She

On

in

administrators serve at the plea-

Lounge

Microbrews

student

was on vacation and on ad-

ministrative leave and there
was no consideration made
for the course,” she said.

>ae Me OM 8D

Weod.-Sun.

Karl Ferguson, a graduate

have somewhat of a negative

vacation and placed on ad-

- Hour

:

directed to take vacation and all

~~

Happy

ber.”

classroom at the same time |

“I was directed

822-5991

She addressed these questions

reason why it should have
changed in October or Novem-

one week’s time is going to

and

(Guintoli Lane Exit)

cover me?”

He said if that was the
“appropriate, responsible”
decision in August “I know no

sonnel plan indicates she can be

lowed to teach her class.

f

sume in the classroom or if I am
injured does worker’s comp still

for volunteering and still does not

REFILL
& SAVE
‘Redken

for any liability that I might as-

classroom and coverage in
terms of worker's compensation.

‘Joico

istrative leave will “the institution
defend meas they normally would

alkslyme
Bicknell said “essentithan

RECYCLE

‘Sunglitz

Ifshe is on vacation and admin-

y
in the
protection from liabilit

“| had a question about liability issues with being in the

‘Nexxus

where to have her office hours.

3 Blocks From HSU
For More Information Call 8224688 ® Office Hours 9 a.m.-1
0p.m.
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Food Not Bombs vol unteers face court charges
By Stacy Ford
COMMUNITY EDITOR

After serving breakfast to more
than 30 supporters on the Eureka
court house steps, five Food Not

Bombs volunteers faced ajudge on
contempt of court charges.
Judge John Buffington delayed
the trial of the defendants —
Rodney Brunlinger(who was voted
off a City Council committee),

tion started in San Francisco to
feed hungry people, began serving
food in Arcata in the fall of 1993 by
the Old Creamery building on 9th
Street. They have met with opposition from the city since relocating to the Arcata Plaza.
The City of Arcata filed a temporary injunction against Food Not
Bombs last fall because they said
the group was not abiding by

DeMontigney, Jason

county health codes. The volun-

Wright, RahulaJanowskiand Inma
Thompson, all of Arcata — until
Jan. 8 because of problems with
counsel. Three of the volunteers
requested new attorneys.
A hearing to determine whether
a permanent injunction will be filed
against them is still set for Friday.
Supporters were outspoken in
opinion and many booed when
Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub —
who was scheduled to testify
against Food Not Bombs — walked
by.
“It’s the shame of Arcata and
San Francisco that these cities have

teers were told they would need a
health permit to serve food. They
did not get one but continued to
feed people on the Plaza.
“The council’s position is ev-

Solomon

criminalized serving free food,”
said Robert Norse Kahn, a San

Francisco Food Not Bombs volunteer who came up for the trial.
“The main political priority seems

to be getting rid ofhomeless people
rather than responding realistically
to the economic crisis.”
Food Not Bombs, an organiza-

erybody has to follow the same
rules,” Schaub said. “Even those

who wrap themselves in the mantle
of righteousness.”
Jason Wright, Food Not Bombs
volunteerand defendant, said Food

Not Bombs would not get a health
permit and-would not stop what
they are doing.
“There is no way we can accommodate the city,” he said. “In order to have a permit we must have
a community kitchen and we don’t
have one.”
Schaub said the city has tried to
help them find a kitchen in the past
where food can be prepared and
served legally but Food Not Bombs
rejected its offers. He said the group
had “no intention of reaching any

Group wants 1
ee

H Food Not Bombs
members hold
‘circus’ at Arcata

i

@ Group has met with opposition by the
Arcata City Council since last year.

ER

ees

~ STACY FORD/ COMMUNITY EDITOR

Food Not Bombs volunteers serve breakfast outside the Eureka courthouse yesterday before
five members faced a judge for contempt of court charges.
other resolution other than... for

us to let them do as they please.”
Schaub said the council does
not make the laws — the California
legislature makes the laws.
“It may be more effective for
them to exercise their right of civil

disobedience directed at the body
who makes the laws,” he said.

Arcata

City

Council

member

Jason Kirkpatrick was the only
council member to vote no on a
temporary restraining orderagainst
the group.
He said the group has been trying to get a kitchen it could use to
prepare food but hasn’t been able
to find one.
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“meant

By Stacy Ford
COMMUNITY EDITOR

By Nora Whitworth

much

CALENDAREDITOR

night in mourning the assassination of Israel’s prime minis-

Approximately 30 Food Not
Bombs members and supporters
were present at the Arcata City

HEATHER PARKER / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Food Not Bombs volunteers break bread and feed the hungry
outside Arcata City Hall last Wednesday.

from the Bible in whichJesus broke

conjunction. A civil hearing was

be.”

bread with the poor. Audience
members as well as the homeless

held Tuesday. Iffound guilty mem-

were given bread. They followed

jail for five days.
Food Not Bombs has another
explanation for the injunction.
Jason Wright, Food Not Bombs

When Wright asked Mayor
Schaub the same question during
the oral communication, the mayor
declined to comment.

with a re-enactment of the history
of Food Not Bombs, including a
depiction of police officers

bers will be fined $1,000 or face

The meeting began on a hostile

harrassing members.
The injunction was brought
against Food Not Bombs because
they serve food without a health
permit and without a permit to use
the Arcata Plaza. Five Food Not

member, said the real reason be-

Bombs was serving by the creamery it wouldn’t be a problem,” he

note when many of the Food Not
Bombs members and supporters
refused to stand for the pledge of
allegiance.
Earlier the council voted 3 to 2
for Rodney Brunlinger to be removed from the Arcata Transportation and Safety Committee for

contempt of court of violating the

said. “Ifit was on the Plazait would

See Council, page 10

Bombs members are charged with

of the world Monday

ter, Yitzhak Rabin, at a memo-

Council meeting last Wednesday

hind the city’s injunction is because food is served on the Plaza.
“Mayor (Victor) Schaub told me
personally as long as Food Not

_

mourned in Eureka
More than 100 people joined

Before the meeting Food Not
Bomb members re-enacted a scene

See Bombs, page 10

unction dropped Israeli prime minister |

City Hall.

to ask the council to drop the injunction against Food Not Bombs.
Many members were dressed in
costume as part of the “Food Not
Bombs Circus.”

Kirkpatrick said the city has a
community kitchen but has not
offered its use to Food Not Bombs.
He hasn’t brought it up at meetings because scheduling conflicts
would have to be looked at first.
He said Arcata does not have a
regular program to feed the poor

rial service at Temple Beth-El
in Eureka.
Rabbi Lester Scharnberg —
also a religious studies lecturer
at HSU — lita candle for Rabin
to “show spiritual support” for
the man who spent many years
improving the peacemaking

so much

hope

for

|

people around the world.” He

|

said he was there to express his
deep grief for the family of
Rabin.
Scharnberg said the “painful
loss” felt by him and the restof
|
|
—
overshadow
the world “cannot
the loss of his family.”
“May they find consolation
as they hear the world weep,”
he said.
Scharnberg said in an earlier
phone interview Rabin’s murder was “a profound loss for us

and Israelis and for the family

as Jews... a profound loss for
people around the world and
for people who advocate

members who lost a father, a

peace.”

process between Palestinians

husband and a “great man.”
Rabin, 73, was assassinated

Saturday during a peace rally in
Tel-Aviv, Israel, by aright-wing
activist. Right-wing extremists
believe Rabin betrayed Jews by

giving land back to the Palestinians, the Associated

Press

reported.
Scharnberg gave the memo-

rial to say goodbye to a “man of
war and a man of peace” and to
pay respect to a man who

Scharnberg said although it
“wouldn’t be appropriate” to
address political issues during
this time of mourning, he said
he hopes what comes from this
“is not going to be an abandonment of the peace process” be-

tween Israelis and Arabs.
He said it was disturbing the
assassin came from within the
Jewish community. HSU stu-

See Rabin, page 10
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Brewin’ Beats evi cted from Plaza
ttt

@ The club’s owner is ousted from his
building for not paying rent.
By Melton A. Hatch Ill
LUMBERJACK STAFF —

WE PLAY EXCITING:
4
HIGH STAKES INDIANJBINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY:=SUNDAY.
2
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES.
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO.

(101

to start a club in either Santa Cruz
or San Francisco.

“(Bosworth) brought a lot of
good shows and diversity up from
San Francisco,” he said. “I just
think he got too bogged down in
the business aspects.”
“T don’t want to speculate why
this happened ... but I do think he
had too many punk shows. He was
real leery of his establishment becoming some sort of hangout for
the transient types on the square —
becoming a hippie hangout — but

$3,300 monthly rent. The notice

expired Oct. 14 and he was issued
a summons five days later, de-

manding $10,919.50.
7a

OPENS DAILY

@

11AM

After

ee

677-3611

from

ofthe property, filed for restitution
of the premises Oct. 26. Bosworth
was given five days to respond and

Lumberjack
results

response

Bosworth, Jack Golden, the owner

OPEN:

7 DAYSrriasav2surs.

no

I think he went too far,” Plehn

said.
Golden would not specify howa
meeting between himself and
Bosworth Tuesday evening went.
“it’s safe to say (the property) won't
be under the proprietorship of

filed for an entry of default.
At7a.m. Thursday themarshal’s
office changed the locks on the establishment. This ends the business’ 13-month history.
“I had just spoken with

8
2
9
3
6
82

offers for the place, from people

said Bosworth originally wanted

attorney Sept. 13 he would be
evicted if he did not pay delinquent rent totaling $12,500 ona

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,
NICKLES TO DOLLAR MACHINES

under 21 show for sometime
around Halloween, for after 9 p.m.

out of business.”
A friend of Bosworth’s, Roland
Plehn, helped open the club, He

owner, was told by his landlord’s

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!
SPECIAL & NO LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21", OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS.

and I issued a side permit for an

sical venue ... there’s enough
places around to eat and to play
pool... I’dlike to see dance Class
es
there in the day time.

and with no drinking. There wasn’t
any indication that he was going

“Thursday night Thump,” free
live acoustic Wednesdays, alternative “Voodoo Tuesdays,” free
live jazz on Sundays were abruptly
scratched from November’s musical calendar when Humboldt
County sheriff's locked the doors
of Brewin’ Beats last Thursday.
Arthur Bosworth III, the pub’s

NORTH)

said. “I want it to be mainly a my.

Bosworth,” he said.

(Bosworth) a week ago (prior to
eviction),” Arcata Chief of Police

“I never wanted it to be a restaurant with a stage in the corner. My
wish is to have the space utilized

Mel Brown said. “We renewed his
dance hall permit through Jan. 21

formore hours
of the day,” Golden

“Tve already had a number of

who want it as a restaurant,” he
said. “Others suggest splitting it

up for retail space and others want

to make arestaurantand nightclub

out of it.

“But it’s the last big space in
downtown Arcata left where
people can go to enjoy good music

in a nice atmosphere

... it would

be a shame to split it up into retail
space,” Golden said.
Golden said he had always
thought the interior was designed

wrong.

“If it continues to be a music

establishment the wall between the
pool room and the rest of the space
will be taken out and the stage
moved,” he said.
Golden said he would like to

see the music booking remain the
same and not under his control,
“I'd like it to continue to be un-

der the direction of someone with
a young perspective. They’re in
touch with the music scene and

they know what they want. Its the
younger people that have the ability to support a place like this and
keep it going — while offering other
music as well,” Golden said.
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County’s new main lib rary celebrates grand opening
@ Ribbon cutting
attracts county
Officials and over
400 patrons.
By Christina Rice

the lobby which has skylights,
plants and open space. To the left
is a large meeting room that can
seat 130 people.
Fifteen-year-old
Jean Brantley of
Eureka High made use of the magazines on the first floor.
“The

library is really nice,”

Brantley said. “They did a good
job.”
Brantley said she “definitely”
After 23 years of planning, finding a site, developing architectural plans to use the library for future
plans and fund-raising, a large school reports.
The young adult room is also on
crowd gathered to observe the
Grand Opening of the new two- the first floor. This room has books
story Humboldt County Library and magazines of interest to teens,
comes equipped with black bean
in Eureka Saturday.
“This library stands today to bags and walls decorated with 3-D
serve Humboldt County for the and popular musical group posters.
next 100 years,” said Bonnie Neely,
“This library has things our li4th district Supervisor,
at the dedication ceremony. “When you walk brary on campus doesn’t,” said
through these doors, you’re going Sophia Hill, an undeclared junior
to like what you see. It’s going to at HSU. “It gives us another place
to go.”
knock your socks off.”
The large windows provide a
The ceremony included a
speech given by Neely about the view of the bay which brighten up
history of the library project, a pan- the study atmosphere, Hill said.
oramic photo of all present and a She said she believes this will help
traditional ribbon cutting. After the keep people awake.
The children’s room is on the
ribbon cutting, the public was alfar right of the first floor. It has a
lowed to tour the library.
The glass entrance opens into separate story room with a built in

LUMBERJACK STAFF

KEITH SHEFFIELD/ aa

PHOTOGRAPHER

From left, Eureka Mayor Nancy Flemming, Arcata Mayor Victor
Schaub, Sally Upatisringa and County Librarian Judy Klapproth
share their excitement over cutting the ribbon.

PAUL
© Fashion

Designer
Frames

tb Ae

© Immediate
Eye Exams

Directly in front of the
Humboldt Room is an art gallery
in which

rotating collections of

works by localartists are displayed.
A $10.45 million facility, more
than 2,500 people and corporate
donors raised $1.5 million for the

library. Additional funding was
provided througha

Between

ing provides will allow the entire

Humboldt County Main Library
collection to be made available to

the public.
“The staff has worked so hard

this month,” Klapproth said. “We
had an army of volunteers and
we’re just exhausted.”
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PRESENTS

®

Nov. 10&11

Opera Scenes

Nov.

Humboldt Chorale &
University Singers

12

Dec.1

A.M. Jazz Big Band
Jazz Combos

Dec. 2

Percussion Ensemble
Calypso Band

Whig cs
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Om O= ele ](0|
early orders

18th St. ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-7543

4

%

SiZes

Discount

G & H ¢ Northtown

album

<'s

State Bond Act,

a press release stated.
County
Librarian
Judy
Klapproth was “excited” about the
number of people who turned out
for the opening. About 400 people
attended the opening.
The added space the new build-

7:00am Everyday

826-7194

Ps

the only

Choice
Oressings ANd

Get a live fix
On tour now

was

Cashew Gravy

pretty mary:
bird medicin
the new

said. This

room done completely in redwood
— the rest of the library interior
was decorated in oak.

Open...

One day service available

1731 G St., Arcata =
Next to Subway

Room,

¥ Daily Specials

Prescriptions
Filled

Lab on premises

Humboldt Room, Robert Gianelli,
the architect of the Humboldt

% Breakfast ALL Day

® All

e Contact
Lenses

showpiece of the library” — the

4 Organic Espresso & Local Foods
“Fresh Juices & Smoothies
Stuffed
¥ Catering & Take Out

O.D.

RICHARD KING,
OPTOMETRIST

puppet stage.
The second floor contains “the

2

. ©1995 A&M Records, Inc-All rights reserved.

Brewin’ Beats on
Tuesday Nov. 14

!
Look in next week’s issue for a $1 off coupon

Call Concert

Music

Line at 826-5456

Dept. Office at 826-5551
for more

information

or
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Bombs: members cited for serving food
* Continued from page 7
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* Continued from page 7
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Kirkpatrick said he did not agree with the

injunction against Food Not Bombs. but
warned Food Not Bombs not everyone sup-

ports them and to consider the concerns of
the rest of the community.

LECTIVE STUDENT VOICE
SYMPOSIUM

- a three hour Student Brainstorming
Session to fiqure out what we, as students
can do to effect change on this campus.

I

'

“MORRoy, if
Thursday, Nevember 9

4-7 pm, Kate Buchanan Reem

;
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Composting toilets
Ancient, simple practice gets a techno spin
By Melton A. Hatch lil
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Ron Sutcliff wants to change the way
people treat their excrement.
“Pooping in water and flushing it down is

Compost or get off the SOLatrine
The “SOLatrine” — designed by HSU environmental engineering senior Ron Sutcliffe — is a composting toilet.

When Can 1 is full it is moved into Can 2’s place, which in turn relocates Can 3. The three cans are rotated about
every three to four months — the approximate time it would take a family of three to fill one can.

very wasteful to the environment,” said
Sutcliff, an environmental engineering major who gave a day-long seminar on

ventilation

“composting toilets” last month.
Sutcliff explained this wastefulness by
quoting F.H. King’s “Four Centuries of

Farming:
“Inthe Far East ... the 400 million (strong)

In a more recent version of the SOLatrine,
two churning paddles have been added to
help the composting process. The paddles
are sealed off from the barrels by rubber
gaskets so exposure to the material is
impossible.

adult population send back to their fields

annually

150,000 tons of phosphorus,

‘tie

376,000 tons of potassium and 1,158,000

tons of nitrogen comprised ina gross weight
exceeding 182 million tons, gathered from
every home, from the country villages and
the great cities ...”
This 182 million tons is human feces, a
resource underutilized in the United States,

Sutcliff said.
Sutcliff—who wants to design composting
toilets for individuals and subdivisions based

on local permit requirements set by health

officials — said the technology for making
compost safely and cost effectively is well in
place.
The compost can be used for cultivating
everything from carrots and tomatoes to fish
and crawdads.

To insure a proper carbon to

nitrogen ratio — for the sake of
maintaining a healthy decomposer
population — leaves or sawdust

)

can be added to Can #1.
Temperature readings of Can #3

indicate what pathogens are being
killed because the various times

and temperatures at which specific
virus and microbes die has been

toilet room
entrance

established by scientists.

toilet seat

Not only is it easy, Sutcliff said, but it’s

preferable to other well-intentioned efforts
to utilize the richness of human waste.
“A lotof communities have experimented
with pasteurizing the sludge at the municipal treatment facility, then transporting it to
farmers from there. But people don’t want
that on their farmland, not just because of
pathogens, but things like chemicals and
heavy metals which are difficult to deal with
at a centralized treatment facility.
“No one knows what other people are
puttingin their toilets. It’s better to deal with
and utilize the fecal matter right where it
comes from. You save the pollution of transporting the stuff.”
Sutcliff said permit requirements are
largely subjective at this point, vary from
state to state and town to town and issuing
them is the responsibility of any number of

different governing bodies.

Pasteurization and the written approval

of a licensed engineer is the best way to
insure approval of a design, Sutcliff said.

Pasteurizationis the killing ofharmful pathoens with heat.
“It’s done for the safety in handling the
stuff, coming in contact with it when gardening,” Sutcliff said. “Bacterial pathogens

like salmonella and E. Coli don’t go into
plant tissues anyway. The word’s still out on
viruses, but pasteurization is a viable way to
deal with them.”
Excrement disposal designs entomb the
fecal matter in large, complex ventilated
matrices beneath the property and serve the
purpose of lessening the load on the municipal system or bypassing the need fora costly
septic tank that requires pollution transportation.
A composting toilet, like the SOLatrine

compost can
access door

composting chamber
(120 to 135° F)

¢d

Pasteurization chamber
_
(140°+ F)

solar panels
SOURCE:

Ron Sutcliffe and the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology

designed by Sutcliff and John C. Cobb, a

retired professor, rates high as an “appropriate,” or eco-conscious human waste disposal system, Sutcliff said.
The system uses no water or electricity
and turns out pasteurized compost.
Prototypes of the SOLatrine are already
in China. Cobb brought the design to researchers at the University of Nanning, which
had become interested in his work with designing sanitation solutions in developing
countries.
(the
designed
originally
“Cobb
SOLatrine) for developing countries, but I
wanted to employ it in rural settings here,”
Sutcliff said.
The SOLatrine uses two solar chambers.
One heats the compost at 120 to 135 de-

grees, which makes for rapid decomposition by the microbes. The other is hotter,
averaging more than 140 degrees and kills
the pathogens along with the other microbes
when their work is done.
The compost is made in 18 months. The
first chamber contains two cans. The first
sits beneath the toilet seat and is filled by a
family of three or four in an average of six
months.
When it is full it slides over to take the
second can’s place and sits there, still in the
first solar chamber, to further decompose.
After the second six-month period the
system moves again and the original can
takes the third can’s place in the second,
hotter solar chamber.
An evaporation tray collects the liquids

GREG MAGNUS/EDITOR IN CHIEF

drained from the can in the first position.
What doesn’t evaporate oozes towards the
pasteurization chamber and is dealt with
there.
Different bacteriaand viruses die at difterent temperatures and times those temperatures are sustained. These parameters can
be defined for most pathogens. ‘Temperature readings of the can in the pasteurization
chamber are used to determine what pathogens are being killed.
ensure proper carbon to nitrotoer
In ord

gen ratios — for the sake of the decomposer
bacteria — carbon-rich materials like sawdust and leaves are added to the can in the
firstposition. Animal waste, especially urine,

See SOLatrine, page 13
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Troublesome bug in campus e-mail gets caught, fixed
@ New program allows Computer Operations to
recover from system crashes before a long delay.
undelivered until the server was started again
by system personnel.

By Andrew Jones
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Delays in campus e-mail delivery may
finally be under control.
A bug in how the Pine e-mail program
interacts with a software-based “server”
caused delays in e-mail delivery, said Dave
Simpson, director of computer operations.
The server delivers messages to and from
campus accounts and the bug causes the
server to crash without any indication to
users. It was going down “quite a few times
a day,” Simpson said. E-mail sent to or from
Axe accounts wasn’t lost — it just sat

“To alleviate that problem we’ve written
software that will detect it being down,” he
said. The software was put in place about
two weeks ago.
“The program checks the server every
half-hour and if it is down, it gets restarted,”
Simpson said.

Chester Paul S’groi, religious studies senior and education chairman of the Hum-

boldt Users Group, described the problem
as messages getting “stuck in limbo-land.”
“It was causing some problems because
so many students have to do their assign-

ments in e-mail and professors weren’t gettingit... students were stressing out,” S’groi
said.
The company that makes Pine, Innosoft,
is responsible for locating the error, Simpson
said. “We can lookat the problem, analyze it
and go over it with (Innosoft) ... but we
don’t know their code. It’s their program.”
Innosoft’s Pine isa different version of the
program than a well-known public domain
version.
Computer Operations pays for technical
support from Innosoft and the company has
so far provided two partial fixes, reducing
the server crashes to once every two to three
days, he said. In a worst-case scenario, e-

mail sent as the server crashed would be
delayed for 30 minutes before the server
automatically reset, Simpson said.

“We've overcome the problem in terms of
the user (experiencing) the problem,” he
said.
E-mail should usually be delivered within
a couple minutes, S’groi said.
Anyone still concerned can send a test
message to themselves or send duplicate
“carbon copies” by entering his or her
username in the “ce:” field while writing a
message, he said.
“Right now (e-mail) seems to be working
fine,” S’groi said.
Some e-mail was lost last month when the
Axe was off line for several days, but not
because of the e-mail bug. One of the system’s
hard disks crashed. The Axe is backed-up
every evening and only messages sent within
abouta

six-hour period that night were lost,

Simpson said.

SOLatrine
¢ Continued from page 11

ery two weeks for optimal decom-

is very high in nitrogen and can

temperature levels.

retard the growth ofbacterial populations necessary for rapid decomposition. Lawn clippings are high
in nitrogen and should not be
added.
The ideal carbon to nitrogen
ratio is 20 to one.
Sutcliffsaid the design meets the

requirements of controlling flying
insects, being vermin proof and
child proof. He also said it’s odor
free.

For any design he stressed the
importance of low cost, no use of
chemicals (for sterilization), no
electricity use and an affordable
design manufactured from locally
available materials.
Maintenance of a SOLatrine includes stirring the batch in positions one and two every about ev-

position as well as monitoring the
“The solar panels are designed
to give adequate heating.
peratures rise too high
composting solar chamber
worry since you can always

If temin the
it’s no
reseed

the batch,” Sutcliff said.

The bacteria optimal for seeding is found in most humus-rich
garden soil.
The final product is a rich compost.
Dry human fecal matter contains
5 to 7 percent nitrogen, 3 to 5.4
percent phosphorus, | to 2.5 percent potassium, 40 to 55 percent
carbonand 4 to 5 percent calcium.
Human urine is up to 20 percent nitrogen,

The added carboniferous material brings carbon/nitrogen ratios

closer to those preferred by gardeners.
SutclifPs next “appropriate technology” seminar will be on gray
water systems which, at HSU’s
Campus Center for Appropriate
Technology, is two man-made
marshes.
Such systems can make water
from a house’s bathroom and
kitchen sinks as well as showers,

dishwashers and washing machines usable on landscaping and

LISTEN

gardens. After carbon filtering or

Largest Selection of NEW CDs
on the North Coast

2.5 to 5 percent

phosphorus, 3 to 4.5 percent potassium, 11 to 17 percent carbon
and 4.5 to 6 percent calcium.

ultra-violet radiating, it is drinkable.
The seminar will be held at the
CCAT house Nov. 29, from 7 to 9

p.m. Sutcliffwill answer questions
concerning CCAT’s composting
toilets and other designs such as
the SOLatrine.
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822-3450
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eSingle Use Equipment
eClean & Comfortable Studio
¢1,000's of Designs or
Create Your Own
e20 Years Experience
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An open letter to HSU Students, Faculty
& Staff regarding Internet access
%
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As many of you may know by now, the CSU system made a deal with Sprint to provide Internet access to students at all CSU campuses. I feel it is

necessary to address this issue in an open letter to you, the students and faculty of Humboldt State University, on behalf

Internet, the first commercial Internet service on the Northcoast.

Sprint, a major national service.

of my business, Northcoast

You will soon have options for Internet dial-up service including subscribing to

I would like to give you an alternative.

Background on Northcoast Internet

I graduated from Humboldt in 1983 with an MBA and have gone on to work 4 years in the non-profit sector and 8 years in business.
I have been
committed to the Northcoast community for seventeen years and have been a steadfast promoter of economic development and,
in particular, developing an “alternative” economy for the region ~ one which creates “knowledge work“ instead of exploiting natural resources.
In 1993 my company
(Evergreen
Technologies Corp.) began Northcoast Electronic Town, the area’s first regional bulletin board which created electronic
links with Del

Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino and Trinity counties.

Next we started Northcoast Internet in July 1994 after nearly a year of planning.

When we started Northcoast Internet, there was no public access
only text-based Unix access was available (and not very reliable
Internet one of the hottest computer resources of the past twenty
public sull had no clue as to what it was all about, especially on

to the Internet unless you were a student or faculty member of HSU and even then,
at that) — not the preferable SLIP or PPP graphical access which has made the
years. At that time the popular media has just “discovered” the Internet and the
the Northcoast. Local access was limited to America Online, Prodigy and

CompuServe, all of which were slow (generally 2400 bps — very slow, even for that time) and
no one was even contemplating Internet for service fot
the general public in Humboldt. | took the necessar
y large financial risk required to develop a service unprecedented in this region.

team of computer and telecommunications experts consisting

endeavor.

We live here and contribute to the local economy

of outstanding

local talent (including other HSU

graduates)

and most of all, we understand the Internet community.

who

I developed a

are committed

to this

Northcoast Internet offers several advantages over national services:

* We provide you local support. While others may offer an 800 telephone
support number, we actually have an office here in Humboldt Co. and
facgs you can associated with our service. If you have a problem
with our service, you talk to ME — not a telephone operator in
Los Angeles.
* We provide regular Classes at an affordable price. Our topics
range from basic Internet to designing your own homepage to the
basics
of Unix Our
prices are competitive with HSU (typically $20- 40 per class) and we offer
a full range of topics EVERY MONTH so you don’t have to wait unt!
next semester to take a class (not to mention we teach Internet
topics which HSU does not).
* You can design and publish up to 2 MB

homepage on our system (non-commercial personal web page) and keep it
after graduation. If you wish to
conduct business online (consulting, sales, etc...) we also offer commercial web pages at an afford
able price and, comi 2 late thi 24
a secure
web services which enable you to transmit docum
ents and money

* You can maintain your e-mail address during
the Summer

Via a Secure server.

oe

ee

re

and
can telnet to your HSU mail account (we can teach you about after graduation. If you want to maintain an HSU mail account, that’s fine too. You
this) or have your HSU mail forw arded to . your '
i ast Internet account.
Northco
* Our prices are competitive in the real world. We
don’t receive ANY government fund hg or subsidie
s and offer reasonable rates.
We would appreciate your support and patronage. Please stop
by our office
| s at the Technology Center in
Eurek a (corner of Sth & E Street) and we'll
be glad to sign you up and show your the benefits of local high-spee d
dial-up Internet access. Th ank you
for your support.
oLarry
Golub erg , President, Northcoast Inte
rnet (larry @northcoast.com)

NEW

! Studél ent/fa
[ cult Y¥ pricing now availabl
e

$25 sign-up (includes first month
F
R
E
E)
$10/mo
All accounts include:
* Free software & manual

° Free personal (non-commercial web page (up to 2 MB)
° Technical support
¢ Free access to Northcoast
Electronic Town BBS

¢ Discount on classes (basic,
intermediate & advanced
Internet)

. for 20 hours; $.50 /hr. ther
eafter

SUM UITIEE

Northcoast Internet provides local
high-speed access (28.8
Kbps),
commer

cial web pages, Internet

classes and local support.

At the corner of 5th & E, Eureka

Hours: 10AM - 7 PM, Mon.
- Sat.
info@northcoast.com

http://www-.northcoast.com
voice: 707.443.8696

fax: 707.441.0321
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Monday evening rituals
Football fanatic never misses a touchdown
By Teresa Mills

But his obsession really began when he
found his favorite team — the Saint Louis
Rams (which until this season had been the
Los Angeles Rams.)
Olsen said he can’t stand the San Francisco 49ers.
“Everyonealwaysacts so sure that they'll
win,” he said. “They got beat up on Sunday.”
Olsen is also a former football player
himself. He played center and defensive end for his high school team,
the Elk Grove Thundering Herd.
Olsen isn’t the only one in
his household that has an
obsession for football.

Social

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

MAAR

It’s Monday night.
It’s 6 p.m.
Blaring from the television are the
sounds of cheering crowds, fast-talking
announcers and the crashing of helmets.
It’s football and it’s hard to find any-

~
y

iN

thing that will stop 29-year-old John
Olsen from watching it.
The English teacher prep junior said
he usually puts off doing other things to
watch football.
“J’m pushing offa mid term that’s due
tomorrow to watch this game,” Olsen
said while he watched the kickoff for the
Oct. 30 Minnesota Vikings and Chicago
Bears game.
For four years Olsen has been involved

in a game called fantasy football in which

someone can draft their own football team
by choosing National Football League
players and putting money down on them.
Olsen is now the champion of the Fan-

tasy Football League in his home town of
Elk Grove, south of Sacramento. He de-

scribed fantasy football as a way of getting
more into the game — especially when he
doesn’t like either team.
When asked how obsessed he is with
football, Olsen said ona

scale of one to 10

he’s a 9.5.

John

Olsen

holds

the

trophy he received for
being the champion of the
Elk Grove Fantasy
Football League.

PHOTO BY TERESA MILLS
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY
DAWN LETAK

Rich Anderson, a stu-

However Olsen said he won’t watch col-

lege football — only NFL.
“I used to have a boss that would ask me
to work double time and I would say no
because I wanted to watch football,” he said.

Olsen said his withdrawals from missinga

game may not get violent but he does feel the
effects.

“T don’t throw things. It just bums me out
when I missa game,” he said. “The next day
I always rush to the papers to see what the
score was.”
The addiction to football started, he said,
when he was in the 8th grade and he would
go over to his friend’s parent's sandwich

shop to eat and watch football.

dent teacher of history,
said football “lets guys
hang out together and
have a good time.”
Anderson watched
his first game with his
dad when he was 12years-old.
“I don’t remember
a time when football
wasn’t a part of my life,”
Anderson said.
Anderson said when he
was attending HSU he would

See Football, page 18

Students head to ‘Melrose’ for study break
ere

By Megan Fitzgibbon aa,
LUMBERJACK STAFF

It is 8 p.m. Monday, and four students gather at an

apartment in Arcata. Itis not fora study group, buta study
break.

The television is turned on nota minute after 7:55 p.m.
The show is “Melrose Place.” As the drama begins the
room is quiet until the first commercial.
These four students — like many others at HSU — are
about to get their weekly update on what is happening at

the most famous apartment complex on television.

It was not difficult to find students who spend their
Monday night with Amanda, Jake, and the rest of the cast.

“I have watched it every week since the very first epi-

s
sode. I tape it when I miss it,” Juan Gaona, liberal studie

| “Hell yeah, I'm addicted to ‘Melrose.’ | like
|
yelling at the people, because they are so
funny.”
PENNY MARSHALL
art history senior

LROSE
PLACE
i
SH

junior, said.
Watching “Melrose Place” is innocent fun for most of

because they are so funny.”

desk in the “J,” said. Usually “Melrose” is reserved first.

started watching ‘Melrose Place.’ ‘Melrose’ is more of the

end of
If it is over in time people come back to watch the

the football game.

all,
“Hellyeah, ’m addicted to ‘Melrose,”” Penny Marsh

people,
art history senior, said. “I like yelling at the

Another possibility is it is a way of making fun of this

group. It might be subtle enough that people do not
notice, Whitehurst said.

Another possible reason for watching both shows is to
get away from reality.“It takes me away from the real
world. I have beenaddicted since high school,” Peabody,
said. “I have to watch it.”

Many students have been addicted to “Beverly Hills

the students that watch on a regular basis. The line between reality and fiction is easily drawn.
“I am addicted, but it does not determine my life. I just
think it is a fun way to get away from school and real life,”
Christ Peabody, sports medicine senior, said.
For some students the show is a weekly addiction that
started with the first episode in 1992.
Insome households there isa battle between “Melrose”
and “Monday Night Football.” At the “J” “Melrose”
usually wins.
Sometimes there is a conflict if there is a good football
information
game on, Jenny Tyson, who works at the

belong to the outgroup.”

90210” since high school.
Some HSU students hold “Melrose Place” parties on
Monday evenings when the show airs.

Students have different reasons for watching the show.

Many started because they already watched “Beverly Hills
90210.”

The shows are similar in the representation of a group of
young people with many problems.
“If it wasn’t for ‘Beverly Hills 90210,’ I wouldn’t have
adult version,” Marshall said.

“It probably appeals for different reasons,” Carol
Whitehurst, sociology professor, said. “Maybe they are
livinga vicarious identification with the in group. Most ofus

“I used to watch ‘Melrose’ when it first came on, but

then I went back to the original. In my high school
‘90210’ was so popular that there wasa club on campus,”
Pete Breuer, business junior, said. “If 1 miss a couple of
episodes it is easy to learn what happen because they
always re-cap.”
Whitehurst said these shows are similar to the shows
“Dallas” and “Dynasty” in the 80s. It is a way of looking
at the problems the characters have that realistically students do not have, she said. It may also be glorifying a
superficial lifestyle, Whitehurst said.

“It is addicting. The characters of 90210" graduated

the same year as I did and I still watch,” Stacy Prosowski,

child development junior, said. “It is definitely going
downhill.”

: 16
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Nintendo ‘sucks’ people into the games

@ Psychology professor says video
games may have both good and bad
effects on people.
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

With video game systems in more

than 35 percent of American households, HSU as well as most of the
United

of

games can be prohibitive, with
games averaging around $70 each,

lama video game addict,”

“When I spend more on games
than on food I'll stop, “he said.

States

has

its

share

Nintendo game addicts.
“Yes,

troduced him to Sega Genesis.
“T started renting video games,”
he said. “Then I started buying
video games. | got sucked in.”
Kelly admits the cost of video

said John Kelly, a resident of Campus Apartments who is not attending school this semester. As he
spoke he hit the middle of his left

arm with two fingers repeatedly as
if he were a drug addict about to
shoot up.
“The games — they suck you
in,” he said.

Kelly is not like many video game
addicts who started at a young age
playing Pong and Space Invaders.
He only began three years ago when
he was 25.
“If you’re young you should be
having fun and getting life experiences, learning about life. You
won't do that sitting ina room playing video games,” Kelly said. “I
had a very alive life when I was
young. I was always outside. I was
too hyper for video games. Unfortunately most games are geared for

the younger audience.”
Three years ago a roommate in-

David Tunnell, a senior majori. g in wildlife, became hooked

much earlier.
“IT don’t remember how old I
was,” he said, “but the first game |

really got into was Stargate.”
Tunnell admits he liked arcade
video games a bit too much when
he was young.
“I stole my brothers’ coin
collection...to play arcade games,”
he said. “I was hooked.”
“My child plays some of them to
excess,” said psychology Professor Susan Frances. She said video
games can have good and bad effects on people who play them for
long periods of time.
“There are a lot that focus only
on violent acts,” she said. “Many
have racist and sexist overtones.”
Frances said while it seems some
people seem to get “addicted” to
video games these people usually
have addictive personalities and

KEITH SHEFFIELD/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Wildlife junior David Tunnel and business junior Shawn Wilson play Ken Griffey Jr. Presents
Major League Baseball on a Nintendo system in their resident hall room.

can become “addicted” to many
things.
Frances said psychological
studies suggest young children
are most likely to be affected
adversely by video games. Playing video games hasavery similar effect on people like other
forms of video viewing such as
watching movies or television.

and degrading.”
min

:

Some complex video games
can help children build their

Cee

CATO i TUT
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\

problem solving abilities and

\ <<
a,

develop persistence as well as
better hand-eye coordination,

said Frances.
Kelly owns 15 video games

but would like “to build.a collection, a library of 50.” He
said it might be difficult be-

“Research on movies and
television suggest that kids,
adolescents and adults that have
a problem with violence watch

cause most high quality video
games are almost never re-

leased in the United States.
He said that Japanese video
games, which are of higher

more violent movies,” she said.

“It appeals to them more.”
She said she doesn’t feel that
most college students have violent
natures, “or they wouldn’t have
made it here. I am not sure I

quality, are “Americanized” by
would...worry about them. It does
become a cause of concern though
when the material is very violent

See Nintendo, page 18
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Internet addicts lose sleep checking e-mail
@ H.U.G. member says a
PHOTO BY KEITH SHEFFIELD
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY
DAWN LETAK

student dropped out of

school because he spent

Social
a

=

too much time on the Net.
By David Courtland
ON-LINE EDITOR

wr:

eh

Theavailability of Internet access through
student accounts — combined with the media blitz surrounding the “information superhighway” — has given rise to a new type
of addict: the ’Net junkie.
Chester Paul S’groi, education chair of

the Humboldt State University Computer

You can hide behind user names and in a
sense it helps people be more honest.”
S’groi — who is says he wants to be either
a system administrator or a Catholic priest
after he graduates — was drawn to computers by his own obsession — searching for
information.
“I’ve been here (in the H.U.G. office) as

Users Group (H.U.G.), can cite numerous
examples of on-line addiction he has observed.
“I can tell you about people who lose
sleep because they’re on so much at night,”
said S’groi, 27, a religious studies major.
“Finger the system at night and you’ll see
them. They’re at ISCA (a popular bulletin
board) or FTPing, or on multi-user domains (role-playing game areas).”
S’groi’s primary task as a H.U.G. chair-

late as 3 or 4 p.m.,” said S’groi, who admits

man is to answer questions about computers, a job which brings him into frequent

contact with students who have various types
of on-line addiction.
The most common type, says S’groi, is

with being on line
it became an
obstacle to complet-

the compulsion to check e-mail frequently.
“There are those that check their e-mail

ing school.

every hour, waiting for one message — what

who would be seen in the labs at all hours,

will happen if they don’t get it immediately?” said S’groi, explaining that correstudents feel from attending college in a

playing games and on M.U.Ds,” said S’groi.
“He eventually had to drop out because he
wasn’t attending classes.”
Other students are able to get their on-line
fix during classes that use the computer

relatively rural area.

labs, said S’groi, citing the case of a student

said.
S’groi said
another addictive feature of most

systems that are attraction

“There was one guy last year

for students are Internet Relay Chat
(IRC) and the ‘talk’ command that allow

people to chat on line.

and they couldn’t get to their favorite BBS to

he has a class with this semester.
“He sits there in back of the class downloading pornographic stuff, menand women,

check e-mail or chat,” he said. “They were

men and men, women and women,” said

“There are some people who don’t understand that AXE (HSU’s e-mail server) isn’t a
BBS,” said S’groi. “They'll just sit at their
terminals for hours typing ‘talk-spaceusername.”
The attraction of IRC servers — where
people can join conversations of several or
even dozens of people — is that users can be
anybody they want to or feel more comfort-

S’groi. “The teacher doesn’t even know it —

able about being themselves, S’groi said.

ifthe instructor passes by, he just hides what
he’s doing behind another program. Needless to say, he’s passing the class,” S’groi

“A lot of people express their alter egos on
line, guys become girls, girls become guys,”
S’groi said. “People aren’t afraid to open up.

sponding with friends and relatives by email helps relieve the sense of isolation some

“We had one bunch of girls come in all
freaked out because the system was down

bemoaning the fact that were stuck here in
Humboldt County.”
S’groi says he knows of at least one in-

stance of a student becoming so obsessed

Wear (salezses On Salles
HHRH-LZGD CO
$ SHB)
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social sphere,” said S’groi. “If you go outside the U.S., you find the news is very

different than American news, and the people
have a different view of the world than the
U.S.”
The desire to help students by answering
their questions about computers was his
initial motivation for learning about them,

said S’groi.
“I got interested because people would
ask me about them, so I learned about them

so that I'd know the answers to the questions,” said S’groi, who said that prior to

attending a junior college in 1991 he hadn’t
been exposed to computers.
But S’groi said he “could care less about
the social aspect of being on line. On any
system, my handle is Chester. I’m proud of
that name. I wouldn’t hide behind another.”

SKINSIGNEA
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WELLSCO BODY PIERCINGS BY

Cassette!
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TATTOO BY CHRIS

featurin

Coolio “Gangsta’s Paradise” : Click “Game Related”
- Alice In! Chains “Alice In Chains” von Who’ S Next”

to being on-line “12 to 16 hours a week. But
I don’t let it cut into work. I don’t have that
much of a problem yet.
“What I find appealing is that I can get on
and do research and talk to other people,
unbounded by geography and outside of my

Proudly present Eureka’s
first original tattoo and piercing studio
e
e
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Single use needles
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Reggae great

ible graphics and very little to do,”
he said. “Who cares about graph-

© Continued from page 16
video companies who take out

and special guest Massawa

ics? I want more game!”

layers of complexity in games

Both say video games are not
the evil some make them out tobe.
Tunnell points out he does home-

because they believe people’s

attention spans cannot handle
complex games.
“It’s very, very depressing —

He puts on his Walkman and
memorizes bird calls for his wild-

aggravating actually,” he said.
Kelly prefers complex games.

;.

—
f

work while playing video games.

games. | like games that tell a
good story. I hate mainstream
platform games,” he said. “They

straight when I buy a game,
then four or five hours a day
until [ figure it out,” he said.

be influenced

by anything,”

However, he said he realizes

tive effect. Well, some people will

Tunnell said. “Some games take a
lot of inductive reasoning.”
His roommate Brian Holmgren,

aren’t really games at all. My
least favorite are fighting and

Stans.

November

16

killing games.”

7Tpm

environmental resource engineer-

Tunnell agreed many games
are very simple.

in the Gym
Eureka, Ca.
byance 12.00 at the doorggas.
ibeds
$8.00 (in advancgpgyy,.

ing junior, agreed.
“It relieves a lot of stress for me.

“So many games have incred-

College of the Redwoods

reschedule classes so he could
watch football. “No Monday

VILLAGE RIDGE
CAMP CURTIS
WOODRIDGE
REDWOOD

night classes,” he said.
The

only

thing

Anderson

would skip a football game for is
a woman, he said.
Sociology Professor Jerry
Krause said watching football can

have either positive or negative
effects depending on the person.
“Watching violence on TV has
proven to promote violence in
laboratory experiments,” Krause
said.
However, he said itdepends on
the context in which football is
watched and the features of the
viewer.
Krause said if people view foot-
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NOW
#

1811 GSt., Arcata
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ESBS

1996

load of 19 units during the early

Buy one, get one free!
at the west entrance

SSSSSS

of the HSU foot bridge.

SSS
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Krause said, referring to football
players. “Jerry Rice is like a bird.”

Please be prepared with alternate
course choices in case the course you
request is not available. The better
prepared you are, the less time it will
take to register. All undergraduate
students will be limited to a course

OEE FINS,

Located

would view “chess or ballet” — as
a talent — then it might have positive effects.
“Those guys are graceful,”

level and the number of units earned.

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSeeeeseneseeeens

2 forl

But if people view it like they

priority is based on student class

go

SS

effects.

come to any open time. Registration

Just call Janet at our ad department
at 826-3259 ask about out low-low
subscription rates.
S

each other” it might have negative

Each student will have an appointment
time printed on the registration
ticket. If you miss your appointment
time, please refer to the Schedule of
Classes for OPEN times. You may

Subscribe to The Lumberjack
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ball as a “bunch of guys beating up

Class Schedules available NOW
at the Bookstore

CORPORATION
444-2919
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there is more to life than video
games.
Kelly sat in his apartment,
surrounded by four guitars,
“It’s a great escape but music is
a better escape,” he said.

Football —

°

¢ Continued from page 15

Cee

“I'll play eight, 10 hours

life classes.
“I don’t think there’s any nega-

“I only play role playing

a

A lot of thought has been put
into some of these games.
Ninety-nine percent of the time
I would just be watching TV if
I weren’t playing (video
:
games),” he said.
Kelly plays video games
quite a bit.

REGISTRATION

LIMIT 2. Good until 11/15/95. Limit 2 orders per coupon.
e~
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he Cowboy Way
Riders in the Sky wrangle up multi-genre appeal
By Jackson Garland

©.

mia

Ranger Doug, Too

Slim and

Woody Paul, the three members of
cowboy band Riders in the Sky,
are too smart for their own good.
Ranger Doug (a.k.a. Doug
Green), the lead singer and guitarist of the group, has a master’s de-

gree in literature from Vanderbilt

University. Too Slim (a.k.a. Red
LaVour), who plays string bass and
sings, has a master’s in agriculture
fromthe University of Missouriand
Woody Paul (his real name), the
band’s fiddle, guitar and banjo

player, has a doctorate in physics
from MIT.

So how did these three go from
some of the best universities in the

on both sides of the Mississippi?
“Most people are doing things

they didn’t go to college for anyway,” said Ranger Doug during a

After college the three, who

it, even if we didn’t make a dime

didn’t know each other at the time,
migrated to Nashville, Tenn., to

doing it.”
The Riders met with limited success initially and hit the road to
tour in August of 1978. The group
began recording in the studio in
1979 and performed on the popular country-western music show
“Austin City Limits.”
“T think the real changing point
was when we played on Austin

get involved in the music business.

room in Los Angeles. “I mean, it’s

They eventually got to know each
other by playing gig after gig in the

what we do and we love it. We all

nation’s country music capital.

telephone interview from his hotel

played music before college and
during college and we just contin-

derground in Nashville and musi-

ued it after college.”
Do any of them ever draw upon
their education today?
“Yeah, my songs are very liter-

cians get to know each other over
time,” Ranger Doug said.
The first official Riders in the
Sky gig was Nov. 11, 1977, when

ate,” Ranger Doug said. “They’ve

the three were called together to

all got really good grammar. Actually, Too Shim is the only one who
makes effective use of his degree in

perform in the place of a headliner
who was ill and couldn’t make a
performance.

wildlife management. He has to
keep Woody and me under control.”

nation to performing in the

most popular cowboy band

“There’s an acoustic music un-

“The three of us got together
and I was finally able to fulfill my
dream of putting together a cowboy group,” Ranger Doug said.
“After the first gig we were laughing for days. We realized that we
could have a lot of fun with

7 p.m Nov. 15

$10, $15
Van Duzer Theatre

don’t

to talk about

them,”

Ranger Doug said, laughing. “Of

City Limits,” Ranger Doug said.

course there are going to be low

“Itreally
broke us out into the public eye.”
The group’s act, which combines traditional cowboy music and
original songs, is tinged with comedy and even has some yodeling
thrown in to boot.
The originality of the group ap-

points, especially early in your career. Once we started getting national attention, though, it was all
great.”

In addition to being performing
members of the legendary Grand
Ole Opry for more than 12 years,
Riders in the Sky makes more than
200 live performances each year
across the world.
“There are given moments
when
you feel worn out, especially having to go from one city to another
to do shows and being on the road

peals to an audience of all ages,
including listeners who normally
don’t enjoy country western music. Ranger Doug ventured an opinionas to why: “I think
the age of the fan
makes a difference.
“Kids always love
cowboys. People in
4

from midnight to 5 a.m.,” Ranger

Doug said. “Once you’re on the
stage, though, all that tiredness dis-

appears.”
Riders played an annual country music show in Japan last month,
marking the group’s first visit to
Asia.
“For that show, they book local

their 20s see us as

*, people who are
‘committed and
dedicated to what
they’re doing and
that attracts them.
Fans in their 40s
havea sense of nostalgia and the oldtimers actually reé@,
member what it was
‘ like then.”

acts,
a weird group anda large star.

We were the weird group this
year,” Ranger Doug said. “That
was the first time we've been Asia.
We've been to Europe and have
played in 48 states in the United
States. We’ve only missed the first
and last ones — Delaware and Hawall.”
The group has recorded 1 albums, the most recent of which,
“Cowboys in Love,” contained a

Ranger Doug can
cite two successes as

~~

high points in his career. The first is the
Riders Radio Theater
program, which has
been broadcast to

é
aes
oe

mix of love ballads and traditional
cowboy tunes.
“We're gathering stuff for the

170 public and commercial radio
tions across

stathe

next album,” Ranger Doug said.
“The next one will be a straightforward cowboy album. We also
want to do another kids album soon

country since 1989.
“It’s great,” he
said. “Radio

really

bothscriptand
song
writing. Itdefinitely

as well as a Spanish album. That's
the one I’m really pushing for.
“I think I prefer performing live

keeps you on your

about 10,000 times more than re-

toes.

cording in a studio,” he contin-

keeps you fresh in

“Another thing
I'm really proud of

was

our

Saturday

-

™ morning show on
“= CBS. It wasn’t really a
* huge success, but I en>.
A

joyed it a lot and it was
great to have a cowboy
show geared towards

is all bad. Working in the studio 1s
very good, in fact. It’s just that
when you make mistakes, they add
up in both time and money.”

Always the cowboy, Ranger Doug
signed off with the quintessential

in the group’s 18year career?
“Yeah,

but

“Performing live is what makes
this stuff crackle. It’s great to see
fun. That’s not to say studio work

kids on national televi-

s
traditional cowboy songs and original tune
of
tion
bina
com
its
rmed
perfo
has
Sky
the
in
s
Nashville’s Rider
7 p.m.
e in the Van Duzer Theatre Nov. 15 at

ued. “Working in the studio 1s tedious and hard work. Working on
the stage is fluid, relaxed and silly.
If you make a mistake, you can
simply cover it up and keep going.
people out in the audience having

sion.”
And have there
been any low points

since 1978. The group will ride into town for a performanc

want

|

western farewell

— “Happy trails!”
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Lawrence thriller is perfect for Autumn
By Carrie Bell
SCENE EDITOR

Theater Review ¥

“The Fox” sneaks in and captures audience attention in the first scene and doesn’t
let go until the final curtain falls on the
shocking ending.
“The Fox,” based on a short novel by
D.H. Lawrence and adapted by Allan Miller,
is the story of two middle-aged women who
decide to live on their own without “being
struck down by other people’s opinions” in
post-World War I England.
Jill, played by Gloria Montgomery, is the
fragile and domestic half of the duo. Pamela
Long, who portrays the strong and hardworking Nellie, fills out the equation that
leads toa “dream world in the forest” — one

“The Fox”
Thursdays,

Fridays

and

Saturdays at 8 p.m. until Nov. 18 45
|
« North Coast Repertory Theatre

perfect for her elegant character — and Long
has a rougher, natural beauty hidden by her
tight bun and men’s clothing. Their looks as
well as their acting talents allow for the
gradual but complete switch in attitudes.
Shores, with his boyish good looks and
sultry voice, has even the audience fooled —
wanting to believe he could have no ill inten-

world with her new catalog of Gothic
home acessories.

tions. But when his true nature is revealed,

overly-eager-to-help Henry, but gives in to
Jill’s need to pamper someone and allows
him to stay for the week in return for farm
chores and hunting.
As the week progresses and the nights
grow colder, Jill becomes more suspicious of Henry’s prowling at night, love
of the shotgun and increasing interest in
Nellie. Nellie also undergoes a change as
she finds herself drawn to Henry’s
strength and smile.
The cast couldn’t have been chosen
more appropriately. The women are tender
(conveying Lawrence’s repressed lesbian
overtures) yet strong-willed enough to make
audiences believe they could runa farm and
rustic cabin.
Montgomery has a groomed beauty —

only interrupted by the fox stealing the hens.
The tension begins when the women’s
cozy lifestyle is interrupted by a visitor on
leave from the army. Henry (Aaron Shores)
is welcomed by Jill, who misses her younger
brother who is also in the service, and in-

stantly she invites him fora meal in the cabin
once owned by his grandfather.
Nellie isn’t so quickly won over by the

LOREN M. AZEVEDO, O.D.
LINDA W. AZEVEDO, O.D.

¢ Sparks are sure to fly when the life

his anger was so convincing with the twinkle

story of Hustler publisher Larry Flynt
is portrayed on the big screen early next

in his eye, the sweat on his brow and his

wicked smirk, one might be afraid to cross
his path in reality.
The set was another winner in this suspenseful drama. Complete with real

year. Woody Harrelson will portray the
wheelchair-bound pornographer and
First Amendment crusader.

candles, textured rock walls, brilliant au-

The part of Flynt’s wife and business
partner, Althea Leasure, is still open.

theatre’s chairs, warm by the fire and join

Rumor has it actresses such as Patricia
Arquette, Mira Sorvino and Courtney
Love are all trying for the role.
¢ It looks like the days of Doritos com-

tumn lighting and fresh-looking hunting
kill, it was hard not to get out of the
the trio for tea.
Overall, “The Fox” is one of the North

mercials are over for Jay Leno for good.

Coast Repertory Theatre’s best productions. Itis a must see for anyone who enjoys

The late night talk show host, riding
high on his Emmy, signed a contract to

actors who are one with their characters, a

continue hosting “The Tonight Show”

great set/lighting, a well-written plot or who
just needs an excuse to snuggle close to their
company.

THE EUREKA

INN

until 2000.

— Carrie Bell
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When purchasing tickets choose eith er early Taj
Mahal Show at 7:30 pm or late Taj Mahal Show
at 9:30 pm. Both
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time. Music begins at 6pm. Tickets $22 in adva
nce/$25 at the
door. Advance tickets available at The Works inE
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‘Apron Strings’ tugs at the mind, heart
weeks with scripts in hand.

By Jennifer Moline

Further rewriting took place and

PRODUCTION MANAGER

heater Preview \

The tie that binds the family can
become so constricting members
cannot break free.
This is the premise behind the
student-produced play, “Apron
Strings,” which begins Thursday.

¢

her

{

said. “There is a lot of humor and
serious moments in their lives.”
DeWulf, whose previous HSU
playwrighting efforts include last
year’s “Not Quite Snow White,”
said she hopes people will leave
“Apron Strings” feeling unsatisfied.
“| hope peopleare upset by what
happens in the course ofthe show,”
she said. “Hopefully they will let
the frustration help with their own
lives.”
DeWulf began writing “Apron

thing daughter, her 40-something
and

“Apron Strings”
Thursday, Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m

The play is about a 20-some-

mother,

the resultis this is the production’s
20th ending.
“It’s more based on a realistic
approach rather than a typical
Hollywood ending all wrapped up

70-something

grandmother. The story lies in the
idea one can sever the ties with the
family or balance them.
“It’s about people’s hopes and

dreams,” said Kristen DeWulf, the

playwright ofApron Strings” and
HSU theater arts graduate student.
“It’s also about legacies,” said
Kathleen McGeever, director and
a theater arts graduate student.
“Legacies hang over you — in

in a bow,” McGeever said.

DeWulfsaid sheis finally pleased
with the ending.
“At least I don’t cop out,” she

said,
Representatives from the American College Theatre Festival will
be on hand to judge “Apron
Strings.” If selected, the play will
compete in the regional festival
with a chance of ending up in New
York for the national festival.
“Apron Strings” will be shown
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Studio Theatre on the second floor
ofthe Theater Arts Building. Ticketsare $2.50 for students and $3.50
general.

Strings” last fall in a play developing class. With McGeever directing, DeWulf further developed the

this case the mothers’,” DeWulf

play into a staged reading, in which
actors practice for about three

said.

“It’sadark comedy,” McGeever

PHOTO COURTESY
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Invite you to our

FIRST ANNUAL

CHILI COOK-OFF .é
WHERE: 3501 Janes Road, Arcata ( Next to the Quality Inn)
Take the Janes-Giuntoli Rd. Exit off “OT
Where the old drive-in used to be.
WHEN: Saturday, November 11, 1995
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Sweetriver Saloon
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Eureka Inn
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$1.50 child/
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“How to Make an
American Quilt” (PG !3)
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Celebrity
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Red Lion Inn

1225 B ST. 822-5105

Amityville Horror 3-D

1:00pm - 4:00pm

for
you to taste from:

ARTS DEPARTMENT

Theatre arts student Sally Jo Brown and Peggy Metzger, who
received a master’s in theatre arts from HSU last year, portray
the grandmother and grandaughter team in “Apron Strings.”

The Mad River Rapids RV Park
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Arcata receives high honors on book’s funky scale
Mark Cramer got tired of looking at cookie-cutter towns across

the United States so he decided to

recognize the unique municipalities of the nation.
Cramer
is the author of
“FunkyTowns USA,” a compilation of the most nonconformist
towns in the United States. It there-

Cramer,

who

has also written

several articles in travel publications, said the “homogenized culture” of much of the country is
caused by the domination of Calvinism and the Puritan ethic of intolerance.

that

“The state of the country gave

Arcata is one of the cities Cramer

me a lot of anguish and angst,”

rates high on his “funkiness” scale
placing third in points among

Cramer said.
This woe pushed Cramer to begin his search for the most funky
and eclectic places in the country.
“] realized that I had always been
looking for the ideal place,” Cramer

fore comes

as no surprise

the 55 cities evaluated.
“I first came up with the idea
when I| was feeling alienated trav-

eling across the country,” Cramer

enamored with the town’s political
said. “I unconsciously had been
independence, pedestrian friendexploring before the book even
liness and preservation of old buildgerminated in my mind.”
ings — all of which scored high in
Cramer relied mostly on his own
Cramer’s final tally of points.
experiences traveling around the
“People in this country have a
United States for ideas of which
penchant for getting rid of things
towns to include. He made an
before
they’re
abundance of
old,” Cramer said.
phone calls to
“Arcata is not
residents of the
OVA
ia a
afraid to preserve
towns, which
USA
B old things such as
didn’t always
“T did a lot of
searching myself,” he said. “I
had a lot of bad
leads. Often I
would drive toa
city only to find
out it was

¢ FILM NOIR * CLASSICS

Ma,

EXPERIENCE

Featuring a wide selection of
unique movies that you
want fo see..

400 G StreeteArcataeCA
826-1105

ddV1 NO SHOOE

*SDISSVW1D *AGIWOD

*NOLOV ONOX ONOH

VIDEO

#SFVININNDOGs

Ww

the

Cramer said he
was deeply influenced by his years
of living in Eu-

dene
eclectic,
irreverent

what it was made
out to be.”
Cramer first
encountered
Arcata when he drove through
many years ago — an encounter he
does not consider worthy of being
called a visit.
In talking to people in preparation for the book, Cramer became

aware Arcata was worth researching.

“Through the grapevine of
open-minded connoisseurs, |
heard Arcata come up more often

“People in good places can
read the book to protect against

homogenization,”

old

“Somebody from one of these
towns can see that they are not

alone. I don’t think that I’m going to show

anyone

local scene for himself.

He also said Arcata is rated high
for its alternative economy, citing

Other plans in Cramer’s future
include a contract with a large inter-

the fact Arcata was honored as the
best city to get a start in business
dealing with the ecology.
Cramer hastens to tell people
“FunkyTowns USA” is nota book
that tells people to move.
“The book tells people to stay
and fight to make their city the way

national publisher to write a way-oflife book about Bolivia. He also said
he will more than likely write a se-

improve your city,

He said there are many ways to

Every Wednesday
BEER NIGHT!

Imports & Microbrews

8-9 p.m....50¢/glass

Thurs /Fri/Sat
Nites

75¢/glass

10-11 p.m...$1.00/glass

5:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.
Fresh Pasta Daily Featured by
Humboldt Bay Pasta Co. Variety of
Garden Fresh Salads/ Happy Hour Prices
on Sierra Nevada- NOW OPEN!

quel to “FunkyTowns USA.”
Until then those who enjoy
Cramer’s style can pick up two
other books penned by him —
“Thoroughbred Cycles” and “Sacred Money.”
To order “FunkyTowns USA,”
call 1-800-507-BOOK.

11-12 p.m....$1.25/glass

Thursday Night

1/2 Liter Night!
Alabama Slammers
Purple Hooters

Long Island Iced Teas

$3.50 each

saturdays

Late Night

Open Daily Serving
Margaritas

Burgers ¢ Homefried Potatoes
French Roast ¢ Beer/Imports
Wine ¢ Sierra Nevada on Tap

Happy- Hour

Daquiris
Pina Coladas

HOURS
MON - FRI 7:00AM - 2:00PM
SAT-SUN 8:00AM - 3:00 PM

9 p.m. - midnight
Free Popcorn

No One Under 21!
865 9th Street

1057 H STREET ¢ ARCATA ¢ 822-4650
—

in Arcata

anything they don’t already know.”

HSILING “AL Odd

Pints & Pasta

said.

places he has lived in.

of Arcata

PROGRESSIVE

he

the near future to check out the

of

the cities in the book are,” he said.

was

livia, said even people in the cities
he rates can learn from the book.

~ amples

old

than any other town,” he said.
After interviewing a wide array
residents, Cramer

matic or one-dimensional.”
Cramer, who splits his time between Maryland and La Paz, Bo-

buildings are the
norm.
Cramer
| particularly cites
Avignonand Paris
- in France as ex-

rope, where

not

good place to live,” he said. “I
would hate to consider myself dog-

In“FunkyTowns USA” Cramer
describes Arcata in the following
manner: “Folks have nicknamed
the Northern California city of
Arcata ‘60s by the Sea,’ but the
weirdness of this town cannot be
pigeonholed in any way.”
Cramer intends to visit Arcata in

visionary

places

“There is no one way to have a

*SHIAOW LIND *SLIV IWLAVW

*JAPAN ANIMATION®

ROCK, REGGAE & JAZZ VIDEOS* CONTEMPORARY

HORROR/SCI-FI * FOREIGN

the old-growth
forest.”

pan out.
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said by phone from Maryland.
“Every place looked the same. I
realized that places with strip malls
and such minimized regional culture.”

BOK“HSBOSHSVSFCOFZ*FOTBHBESD

By Matt Krupnick ae

- 7 T.V.’s
Please Don’t Drink & Dive

822-2302
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for title
showdown
By Jeff Viera

@ Exhibition game
gives coaching staff
idea of things to
work on.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

By Jeff Viera

game and UC Davis by two. The

LUMBERJACK STAFF

It will take two big wins and
some luck for the women’s volleyball team to pick up its first ever
Northern California Athletic Conference title.
by one
HSU trails Sonoma State

t*~*

Jacks host the

the Aggies Saturday. First serve
for both matches is at 7 p.m. in the
East Gym.
If Davis loses Friday against San
Francisco State and HSU beats
Sonoma, then Saturday’s match
will be for the conference title.

Saturday’s men’s basketball exhibition game with Race Express

gave Coach Tom Wood a better

idea of the HSU’s capabilities this

year.
Junior college transfer Toby

Tollack scored 21 points to help
pace HSU

Ps

to a 114-104 victory

over the Runnin’ Fugitivez.

“The game was very useful to
us,” Wood said. “It was good to
play against someone other than
ourselves. We got a good look at

the things we need to work on.”

Wood said the ’Jacks’ defense
needs some work, referring to the

team’s failure to pick up the pen-

etration when the opposition got

by the primary defender.
The ‘Jacks’ attempt to increase
the game tempo and use the threepoint shot more worked fairly well
as HSU tried 27 shots from beyond the arc, connecting on 12 of

them for 44.4 percent.
HSU added to its five-point halftime lead by starting the first four

HSU senior Chuck Legan (42) passes to Rick Mayhew during Saturday's exhibition game.

and a half minutes of the second
half with a 14-2 run to open up the
game. Race Express’ Charles
Kelley kept the game from getting
out of hand as he scored 26 of his
30 points in the second half.

Wood also got a good look at

some of his new players. Of
Tollack’s 21 points, 12 came from
beyond the perimeter. Freshman
point guard Brandon Daniels

scored 15 points and converted

nine of 10 free throws. Healso had
five assists.
Brock Chase, Vince Zinselmeir,

Ronnie

Ledesma

and

Chuck

Legan all scored in double figures.

Ledesma converted all three of his
attempts from three-point range.

and Gold Scrimmage Saturday at
12:30 p.m. It will precede the
women’s alumni game.

before the actual season begins,
Wood said the Jacks will continue

Women’s Basketball

With less than two weeks to go

to smooth out the rough edges and

work together as a team. He said
he will continue to work in his

defensive philosophies.

Fifteen players are still on the
roster. Wood has yet to determine

a starting line-up.
“We have a lot of depth and
quality players,” Wood said. “I
will feel comfortable with whoever
is out there.”
HSU will hold its annual Green

Senior Sara Flores won the
championship meet with a time of

didn’t make the playoffs, defen-

17:42, 19 seconds faster than her

closest competitor. Flores led her
team to second place in the region
and to a spotat the national chamin South

Carolina in two weeks.

Last year Flores came in 12th at

the NCAA national championships. This year she would like to
end up in the top five.
Coach Dave Wells is proud of

By Brian Wingfield
With a playoff berth almost
out of the question for the football team, the ’Jacks attempted
to schedule an extra game at the
end of the season but were told
it was against Division II regulations.
The "Jacks were looking to
play a team ranked in the Division II top 20 rankings, but

pionships.

I could do it.”

season’s squad in action when it
hosts an alumni team Saturday.
The alumni team will consist of
several well-known faces including last year’s standouts Trina
Dukes, Molly Skonieczny and
Tonia Coleman.
“The alumni team will probably
be as tough a test as our first four
preseason games,” Martin said.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

For the first time in the history
of HSU women’s cross country
team, an HSU woman finished first
at the NCAA West Regional cham-

said. “I was really tired, but I knew

get her first chance to see this

|

LUMBERJACK STAFF

“I’m proud of myself,” Flores

Head Coach Pam Martin will

“Right now we want to win these

two games and not worry about
the playoffs,” Head Coach Tina
Raddish said. “If we don’t get in
then we have something to work
for next year.”
The "Jacks will win the conference title if they win both games
and Davis falters even though both
teams would finish the season with
identical 9-3 records. HSU would
win the tie-breaker by having de-

feated the Aggies twice.

Against Sonoma the *Jacks will
have to defend against Kelley
Wood, who is among the confer-

ence leaders in kills. Raddish said
HSU will have to play good defense to win.

See Volleyball, page 25

HSU remains hopeful
for postseason berth

By Sarah Collins

competition

ae

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Flores
captures
regional

pionship

Cossacks Friday and

ION
PHOTO COURTESY / HSU SPORTS INFORMAT

Sarah Horan of HawaiiSenior Sara Flores pulled away from
.
Hilo for the West Regional championship
we've gotten to the champicnship
his women’s team.
part of the season and everybody’s
“They’ve committed themselves
relatively healthy and doing great.”
course,”

and stayed true to their

Wells said. “We've emerged and

See Nationals, page 24

sive lineman Carl Posey said.
The top four teams from each
region make the playoffs.
“We need an opponent that
can gain usrespect,” Posey said.
“A team that just barely misses
the playoffs. It wouldn’t be
worth it to bring a team in here
just because they happen to be
closer.”
Last Monday Athletic Director Scott Nelson found out the

of the season game
end

couldn't

be played.
“It is an impossibility,” he
said. “The rule is that you can-

not schedule a game past the

regular season schedule.”

Head football coach Fred
Whitmire said he understands

the reasoning behind the deci-

sion.

“What they don’t want is for

people to set their own rules,”
Whitmire said. “We didn’t
know because we’ve never been
in this situation before.”
Nelson said he felt the university and the public would
have supported bringing in a

top-ranked football team. And
it would have “given us an indication of the type of football

team we have here,” he said.
Now that it has been ruled

that the ’Jacks can’t add an extra game at the end of the sea-

See Playoffs, page 24
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Playoffs: ‘Jacks
¢ Continued from page 23
son, attention is being focused on
coming up with a new schedule
for next season. Northern California Athletic Conference rules state
asportmust have atleast four teams

competing in it for there to be a
conference champion. There was
a grace period this year after San
Francisco State dropped its football program late last spring. A
fourth team must be added to the
NCAC for the 1996 season in order for a conference champion to
be declared.
A meeting is scheduled to take
place this Sunday in Sonoma to
try and determine what’s going to
happen with the NCAC.
“T feel it’s extremely important
HSU takes an active part in deciding the future of the conference,”

Zy

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS,

TOURNAMENTS
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
WINNERS OF

Whitmire said. “Otherwise, our

fate will be decided
people.

THE TURKEY TROT FUN RUN

Star's Hamburgers
Taco Time

Don Juan’s Restaurant

Los Bagels
Subway Sandwiches
Willow Clothing
Adventure’s Edge
PXY Sorority
Greenview Market
United Grocers
Arcata Bowl
Pro Sports Center
HealthSport
Midas
Cheyenne Ceramics
Master Cuts
TKE Fraternity
Valley West Hair Care
James R. Barnes, O.D., Inc.

Fish Brothers

Bubbles
Hole in the Wall

Twilight Arcade Service
Redwood Soccer

Levi Strauss

said. “It’s going to take some time
to come up with a schedule for
next year.”
Posey said even though he is a
senior, he would like to see changes
in the Jacks schedule which would
allow them to face better teams.
“For the players who will return
next year, I hope they’re able to get
achance for national recognition,”
Posey said. “I won eight games last
year and I’m going to win eight

get recognition,” Whitmire said,

“There is no one onthe West Coast
we could play to get recognition, is
the way I interpret it.”
Obtaininga playoffberth would
go beyond establishing HSU as
having a good football program. It
would also give the athletic department money.

the end of the season, at least |

money,” Nelson said. “It would

more. Even if nothing happens at

went out a winner.”
The problem for next season
comes in what teams are going to
be on the *Jacks schedule. As far as
playing Division II schools, there
are only four Division II schools in
—

the

three

NCAC

The women’s team’s success at

“Making the playoffs is big time

just about pay for the other programs.”
Whitmire said the team is taking

notice that it would like to be recognized. But he said he realizes it
will depend ona large part on what
teams are on next year’s schedule.

men’s team ends its season with
frustration and disappointment,
finishing in sixth place at the regional and missing out on going to
regionals.

niors,

focus during the next week.
“We’re going to let them con-

freshman. The seniors, Flores,
Sousa and Lara Schultz have

tinue to work out at a level that
will be easy enough to let all of
the strength work that we’ve

lead

done

said.

those three women is embracing

with the loss of potential he feels

“We’re trying to let that come
out and shine.”
Senior Kim Sousa, who isalikely

new people on the team and welcoming them,” Wells said. “They
help them feel comfortable with
the team and especially with Hum-

his team demonstrated this sea-

boldt State.”

potential isn’t so good left over at
the end of the season,” Wells said.

come

out,”

Wells

the team, according to Wells.
The team consists of three se-

three juniors
the team,

and

according

one
to

Wells.

“One of the great things with

All-Regional Junior Courtney
Cannizzaro came in sixth at
regionals with a time of 18:59.

my senior year and I won’t get
another chance to do that.”
Sousa feels all ofher training has

finally paid off.

Men’s Cross Country
In contrast to the success of the
women’s team this season, the

Sports Grill

ES

For the second week in a row,

Rio Anderson was unable to finish
the race.
Wells isn’t frustrated with any
individual in particular but rather

son.
“It’s good to have potential at
the beginning of the season but
“We had the potential to be conference champs and we didn’t realize that potential and that’s frustrating.”
Wells feels everybody put it on

the line and gave it all they had and
it still didn’t happen.

;

@ ~ Voted #1 Sports Grill

@ &

Night Football Specials

Monda

$10.50
rime Rib Dinners &
$3.00 320z. Domestic Beers

Guess the score and win $50
Sign up between 5-6p.m.
All ages welcome

Come

124 Second Street

play the only interactive sports
game on the North Coast.
Match your coaching skills with the pros.

ey

are not in Division II.
“The feeling is that we need to
play teams in Texas or to play
teams that are ranked in order to

games this year. I can’task for much

get the highest I can because it’s

Come join the fun and awards in the
Jolly Giant Commons.
Only a $5 entry fee.
Register by November 9
Equipment will be provided.

APP

outside of California, or teams that

as visualization, which will be the

American,” Sousa said. “I want to

TOURNAMENT - November 11

Sign up at the Intramural Office—
Forbes Complex, Rm. 151 or
call 826-6011 for more information.

are going to have to play teams

regionals is a result of dedication

in 14th at regionals.
“] want my team to do really well
but I also want myself to be All-

It’s fast paced, action packed excitement
at it’s best!

Get ready to GRAPPLE!
WRESTLING TOURNAMENT - December
Only $5 for HSU Students, $10 for
community members.
Register December 7

teams and UC Davis. The ’Jacks

Wells feels most of the preparation is done for nationals except
for more mental preparation, such

candidate for All-American, came

UPCOMING
EVENTS
PING - PONG

Whitmire

I’m concerned,”

and

California

© Continued from page 23

THANK YOU TO THE SPONSORS
OF THE SUPER TEAM TOURNAMENT
G St. Juice Bar
Joggin* Shoppe
Dancing Dragon Designs

by other

“Rightnow, I don’t know what’s
going to happen with our schedule

Nationals: Up next ————

Will Dunigan, winning time 13:36
Lisa Oslo, winning time 28:26
Ronda Wood, winning time 17:51 |

Beauty Connection
Sidelines
Big River Expeditions
Beau Pre Golf Course
Pepsi Cola Warehouse
Safeway
Center Activities
Figueriedo’s
Celetino’s Live From New York
North Coast Tang Soo Do
Moonstone Mountaineering
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+ Last Week’s Results

Overall — Armando Hernandez,

HSU 53, Menlo College 12
Chico St. 26, Sonoma St. 14

Sonoma St.

* NCAC Players of the Week

¢ Macintosh Rental - $10 per hour

When the Aggies last faced the
Jacks, the Aggies’ Kristina

¢ B/W Laser Prints - 50¢ each

ee

RE Rt Re Rann eee
eee
HSU can keep the duo to less than
20-25 each the "Jacks should be

successful.
The team will do nothing different in practices to prepare for the
big weekend.
“We need to be prepared to play

Defense — Deon Hampton, Chico
St.

two tough games on back-to-back
nights,” Raddish said. “We’re
more prepared this time. We
watched game films (Monday) and
have played each team before.”

VOLLEYBALL
¢ Overall Standings

*NCAC Standings

Team

Wil

UC Davis
SonomaSt.
HSU
SF St.
Chico St.
Hayward
Stanislaus

Ss
8
7
5%
4
oF
0

pet.
-%
2
3
6
11

GB

900
1
800
2
700
400-5
5
400
5.5
364
9.5
000

Team

W

i

pet.

UCDavis
Sonoma St.
HSU
SFSt
Chico St.
Hayward
Stanislaus

19
18
17
14
8
15
10

10
11
8
17
16
18
22

.655
621
680
452
333
455
313

SF St. 3, Menlo College 0

Kliatt

Open 7 Days

16th & G St.
ARCATA

Davis 3, Hayward 0
Sonoma St. 3, Stanislaus 1
Sonoma St. 3, Hayward 1

¢ NCAC Player of the Week
Angela Eddy, Davis and

ners | SO
7 Days

wa

, Open

kinko‘s

Sth & V St
EUREKA
445.3334

thecopycenter

922.8712

team tuned-up for its big matches

this weekend by disposing of
Chico State last Friday.
With a slim hope of a conference championship still looming,
the "Jacks beat the Wildcats 15-9,

(CHABOD’S BILLIARDS
e STUDENTS!
REDUCED WEEKDAY RATES
NOON-5P.M. MON. - FRI.

11-15, 15-12 and 15-8.

Stanislaus 3, Bethany 0

eQUER 40 DIFFERENT BEERS
INCLUDING LOCAL MICRO-BREWS
eTHURSTY THURSDAY!

handled them really well. It seems

that we play better on the road.”
Karyn Williams’ 17 kills lead the
team and Jennifer Lundeen fin-

Katie Eaton, Sonoma St.

Fresno Pacific 3, Sonoma St. 0

¢ 155 Available Fonts
¢ Full Serve Laser Typesetting

“We passed well and mixed our
offenses up,” Raddish said. “Chico
is a strong serving team and we

HSU 3, Chico St. 1

Davis 3, Stanislaus 0

¢ Full Color Prints - $1.95
¢ Scanning - $5 per scan

The HSU women’s volleyball

Chico St. 3, SF St. 0

«Last Week’s Results

Come in for a quick byte.

¢ Continued from page 23
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$1 PINTS FOR POOL SHOOTERS
7PM-CLOSE (INCLUDES MICROBREWS)

ished right behind with 13. Erin

“THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOTI”

Mutch, the team’s setter, had 47

assists to bring her total to 993.
She also had five serving aces.

615 5TH ST., EUREKA ° 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!

Sidelines Sports Bar
the
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on the plaza,
Arcata
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Here

to Serve
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Miller High Life
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Israeli prime minister
dies as martyr for peace
he assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin shook the

people of Israel to the core, not only because they lost a beloved leader—but because he died at the hands of a
fellow Jew.
This sad deed reveals to the world the huge rift between the ideologies
of right wing fundamentalists, bent on derailing the peace process and the
majority of Jews, willing to compromise to end the bloody legacy of

violence between Israel and its Arab neighbors since Israel was founded in
1948.

Rabin, who was ironically murdered at a peace rally, served as a hero in

both times of war and peace.
Although he was denounced by some
Israelis as a “traitor to Israel,” Rabin’s

CAMPUS VOICE:
desire to bring peace to his nation was
Will the assassination of Rabin affect
almost universally applauded by world
the Arab-Israeli peace process?
leaders ranging from the Palestine LiberaSee what some HSU
students said.
28
tion Organization’s Yasser Arafat to
Egypt’s Hasni Mubarek and Jordan’s King
Hussein.
Perhaps the world’s sense of grief over the senseless murder of Rabin
was best captured by President Clinton when he said: “The world has lost

one of its greatest men, a warrior for his nation’s freedom and now a

martyr for his nation’s peace.”
Hopefully, the assassination of this noble world leader will not stifle

efforts to continue talks between the PLO and Israel and will encourage
participants in the peace process to follow the path Rabin paved.
Rabin’s own words perhaps best summarized both his and Israel’s
situation: “For 27 years I was a military man. I fought all the time. There
was no chance for peace. I believe that now, there’s a chance for peace and
we must take advantage of it.”

Garage sale economics
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I’ve learned anything in the four-

year drinking binge known as col-

lege, it’s how to get something from

Liquid
Lunch

nothing.

A lot of people are counterfeiting, a lot of
people are selling out to social security and
welfare and others are just going out and

getting jobs. I say if you’re going to be in
college until you’re 40, it’s time you learned

how to be a penny pinching, garage sale
shopping, government cheese-selling panhandler like everyone else.
First of all, never refuse free food under
any circumstances. If there’s a meeting that
advertises free food or refreshments I say go,
even if you have to wear a Cub Scout uniform.
If it means donating a pint of blood now
and then to get some free cookies, I say bleed
like a stuck pig. One of those stickers can be
a goldmine for free cocktails later on, and the

extra buzz from blood loss can’t be beat.
I don’t care what anyone says. Popcorn
qualifies as dinner if you’re on a budget and
ifa bar is giving it away for free you can save
that Tortino’s pizza for breakfast, scurvy be
damned.

If you can smuggle a tray of popcorn from

the nearest bar to the nearest movie theater,

you have tapped into one of the America’s

most profitable resources.

David

Chrisman

Te

good on academic contracts I made with my
parents in eighth grade. Send them a term
paper that you did well on and insist they
reward you with a lump sum that has been
adjusted for inflation and the current state of

the U.S. dollar. It’s worth a try, but if you

start pulling your own teeth out again, you
may want to think about welfare or psychological intervention.
This is the "90s and condoms make great
gifts for a man or woman and most importantly—they’re only free-90-freeatany health

trying to impress women.
Picking flowers from a neighbor’s yards
and sending them to a loved one via third
class mail or ona borrowed skateboard is far
more romantic that blowing a paycheck ona
bouquet.
Don’t worry about using coupons when
buying dinner or helping out in the kitchen
if your pockets come up empty when the
check arrives. There is nothing more romantic than extreme poverty.
Finally, if you find a good garage sale,
think buyout. Seriously. Buy everything

center. Bite the bullet and grab a handful
Secondly, don’t waste your money on
from the Elvis bed sheets to the broken juice
to your roommates when they
them
sell
and
if
and
nty
Cou
dt
bol
Hum
is
This
.
grooming
machine and take it home and have your
door in the heat of passion.
your
on
knock
s
one’
no
ter
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hair
you cut your
own garage sale.
If you have a car, break the gas gauge so
going to think any less of you. Don’t do
Mark everything up 10 percent and sit
empty. No one’s going to stiff
on
always
it’s
d
eyar
grav
the
like
look
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laundry until
sip ona $2 bottle of
backand
s
Bell.
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terms of my future, but I’ve
gain.
amassed a closet full of CD’s,
from blood loss can't be beat.
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You can sell scho
posters, T-shirts and other
h
booksand getalotofcas
crap I can pawn offon rela?
so why even read them
they think they’re going to have to tives this Christmas.

If it means donating a pint of blood now and then to get
some free cookies, | say bleed like a stuck pig. One of

You can worry about failing Biology 104 all
the way to the bank.

Speaking of school, | still try to make

you if
hitchhike to Eureka at three in the morning
in the pouring rain.Don’t waste your money

Chrisman is a journalism senior.
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No ‘conspiracy of silence’
at Humboldt power plant
espite Redwood Alliance’s sinD

Will the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin
affect the Arab-Israeli peace process?
“How could it
not affect it? |

“| don’t think
there is any

hope it will
improve the
chances for
peace.”

peace process in
Israel.”

JEFF MANN

PAUL ZARATE

botony senior

journalism junior

“That's news to

“| think it will
affect it like
any

me. | stick to

authors
because they're
the most

assassination

would — It's

cathartic for
a

JAMIE TUCKEY

got to.”
POLLY TWIGG

Engilish junior

“| definitely
think so. |
think he was
instrumental
and brought all
of Israel closer
together.”

liberal studies senior

“Yes, | think it
will. The whole
peace process

disrupted.”
LINDA DOERFLINGER

political science junior
COMPILED

BY HEATHER

Academic Affairs

PARKER

~

Guest

Column

people out there who mistakenly
believe that the hazardous waste facilities
permit process at the Humboldt Bay Power
Plant has something to do with the highlevel nuclear waste that is also being stored
at the site.
The State of California has informed Redwood Alliance that there will be a public
hearing on the permit. Our thanks go to the
hundreds that wrote in to request the hearing.
Your article of Oct. 18 was not exactly

watchdog that plant until the day its nuclear
component is finally gone.
We have a pact with the community to

clear what the hazardous waste is, and a

periodically publish information about the

subsequent letter from Elizabeth Segal in
the Oct. 25 The Lumberjack will further
confuse the public about the permit.
Let me make it clear. PG&E has applied
for a permit to increase the size of its hazardous waste facilities. For the most part,
this hazardous waste comes from its efforts
to wash heavy metals and other contaminants out of the fossil-fuel boilers at the
plant.
This includes some small amounts of
“mixed” waste having a radioactive component that will eventually end up inalowlevel waste dump, but this mixed Waste is
not the very dangerous high-level irradiated fuel that has been stored at the plant
since its shutdown in 1976.
Let me also make it clear that a bigger
potential problem at the plant is definitely
the high-level nuclear waste and what could
happen to it when the big earthquake happens, but that has absolutely nothing to do

plant and represent the public’s interests. I

Michael Welch
with the hazardous waste permit in question.
We appreciate Segal’s efforts to inform

the public about the nuclear problems at
the plant, but there has been no “conspiracy

of silence.” Redwood Alliance is here to

imagine that The Lumberjack will be doing
an article on the nuclear components of the

plantin the not-to-distant future, and I hope
they will contact us for information.
Redwood Alliance advocates that a technology called Dry Cask Storage could be
used to store the high-level nuclear waste at
the plant. We do not believe shipping the
dangerous nuclear waste to another community for storage is the answer.
Nor do we believe the plutonium-contaminated nuclear waste should be left as it
is stored in a building that will not withstand the major earthquake that will happen on the Little Salmon earthquake fault.
Dry Cask Storage would remove the fuel
from the building and more safely store it
outside in casks made of concrete and steel.
Welch is a spokesperson for Redwood
Alliance.

HSU cross country team
scores a winning season

has been

ANMARIE BAIL

cere efforts, there are still a lot of

AND JOHN CONZEMIUS

Lumberjack Staff

Letters policy

bell to Rio’s conference hell, from our col-

lective personality collage to Sara’s stomach

massage, as well as the sweat, tears, blood,
fears, the loudest of Humboldt cheers, the
long hours spent in training, travel and

training rooms, the joys, passions and
heartaches was all for nothing— I say they
are WRONG.
These are some of the things I see in
reflection upon our conference championship experience. We may not have won

Letters and columns to The Lumberjack
must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday
before publication date. Items can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

either the women’s or men’s title, but we

The Lumberjack

ran like true champions. I ran with the
masses of other spectators all over the
course to cheer and coach our teams on. I

Humboldt State University

Nelson Hall East 6
Arcata, Calif. 95521
Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

saw the expressions on ourathlete’s faces,

the determination in their eyes.
For the women the determination was
to do something that had never been done
before— win the NCAC conference cross
country championship title. For the men,
the determination was to win back the conference title they lost at last year’s conference championship after having won the
previous four years in a row. I watched as
our team willed themselves to sprint harder

Letters and columns are subjected to
these guidelines:
* They must be typed or neatly printed.
* Letters are limited to 250 words, columns

are limited to 600 words. Longer items
will not be considered.

¢ Items must be verified before they're

published. They need a signature, address
and phone number. Students must include
their major and year in school.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
¢ Items are subject to editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to
available space.
¢ Publication is not guaranteed.

Some people may say it was all for nothing— from the little and not-so-little things
that happened along the way.
They range from from Courtney’s jingle

fit

than they ever had, to pass that one last

competitor before crossing the finish line in
complete exhaustion.
I was deeply inspired as the individuals

Guest

Column

Chris Parmer
on our team raised themselves to new
heights.
As I often say, “Anything can happen in
competition, and it usually does.” This
year’s conference championship certainly
echoed that proverb. The measure of championship teams is how well they can deal
with adversity.
We did everything we could have done at
conference this year and both teams ended
up second, but not by much. Something
simply didn’t go our way.
However, the championship phase of
the season is far from over with the Western Regional Championships and Nation-

als still remaining. They will have their
chance to show just how well they can deal

with not winning the conference titles. As
bold as this may sound, | predict that both
teams will win the Western Regional titles.
This may seem improbable, but it is cer-

tainly not impossible. It isn’t a matter of

whether they win or lose at conference, West-

ern Regionals or Nationals — both HSU

women’s and men’s cross country teams are
champions because they have done their
very best and will continue to do so.

Parmer is an assistant cross country coach.
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Letters to the editor
Critics of ‘Liquid Lunch’
missed the article’s point

Fickle football fanatic’s
fair weather friends
I was going to write an opinion
piece on college football — how kooky
some fans are, rooting for teams in
places they’ve never been or for
schools they never applied to.
But then I realized I had done the
same thing.
Then I was going to say it was OK
to root for teams in other states or for
other schools if you knew somebody
on the team. I figure that’s not so bad
— considering that’s what I’ve been
doing for the last few years.
I had a high school teammate play
for Arizona State so I liked to keep
tabs on how his season went. I never
went as far as buying a sweatshirt or
anything but I did regularly check the
TV
guide for who was playing in the
PAC-10 Game of the Week. He got
drafted by the Raiders in the seventh
round, so now I guess I’m a Raiders
fan of sorts.
When Lincoln Kennedy was
drafted in the first round by the Falcons I was there in spirit. Lincoln,
you see — or should I call him Mr.

Kennedy now? — had knocked the
crap out of me for two years straight
during high school sol figured I pretty
much got hima full scholarship to the
University of Washington because
those were probably the only games
the recruiters got to see.
But then I wondered how far could
you take saying you knew someone?
Junior Seau grew up right where I
lived, but I never followed his career

until he got drafted by my beloved
Chargers. But Marshall Faulk went to
San Diego State and I used to hang
out there a lot when I was in high

school so I felt compelled to watch
every Aztec game I could.
And now that Marshall is on the
Colts with my boy Jim Harbaugh I
pretty much bleed blue and white
every Sunday.
I sat in the same roomas].J. Stokes

when we took our S.A.T’s. He sat
behind me. He kept getting pissed at
the end of each testing section and
would slam his fist on the desk after
the monitor called time.
I used to watch UCLA play before

they got J.J. I used to love to watch

Troy Aikman and Ken Norton,Jr. do
their thing for the Bruins. But I figured taking the S.A.T. with someone

doesn’t constitute reason enough to
watch their team.

Maybe if he said something to me

or asked to borrow a pencil, but he

didn’t and now I can not watch the
San Francisco 49ers in good con-

science.
And I’m not saying this just because UCLA turned me down.
Magnus is a journalism senior.

After reading the recent barrage of letters
attacking David Chrisman and his Oct. 11
Liquid Lunch column, I started to wonder if
everybody had missed the point.
To me, Chrisman’s Liquid Lunch, col-

umn has always been kind of like a slice of
Depot pizza in a blender— only better. Asa

unacceptable. If I am way off base in my
conclusions, someone please enlighten me.
If] am not, I think this is a sad way to prove

you all for helping to make our first season a

a point.

seum, for use of the museum’s facilities and

David Besanceney
forestry senior

avian teaching collection.
We look forward to offering additional
tours next spring and anticipate that the

might be crusty, or a Chrisman joke might
fall flat, but its presence is reassuring, if only

because we can depend on it every week.
Chrisman’s column wasa mockery ofmen,
not women. Nowhere in the column does he
claim to be an expert on women nor would
even the most naive man think that
Chrisman’s representations of women were

director of the HSU Natural History Mu-

tours will, again, be held on Thursday morn-

Secondhand smoke
threatens nonsmokers

quick fix in between classes, you don’t expect much from Liquid Lunch, yet there is
something nourishing about it. The cheese

success. Thanks also to Melissa Zielinski,

ings. The next orientation meeting will be
on Tuesday, Nov. 14 at 5:30 p.m. at the
Natural History Museum (corner of 13th
and G Streets in Arcata). All who are inter-

I would like to respond to Adrian Miller’s
letter last week. I fully agree with Bill
Conroy’s statement about smoking. As for

ested in helping with the tours next semester

myself I hate to walk around where there is
a smoker because the smoke gets into my
lungs which will cause lung cancer.
According to the recent study from the
Lung Cancer Association, second hand

Susan Elliott
environmental biology senior
WUWR Education coordinator

smoke is one of the leading causes of deaths
by heart problems. Another fact is second-

are invited.

TV news broadcast
is no longer a joke

accurate.

hand smoke kills more people than first-

From the get-go, Chrisman makes himself the butt of his own jokes. Just look at his
title: “How to play the dating game and

comes to health, Adrian. Smokers are not

just killing themselves they are also killing

come back a loser.” Apparently, somebody
out there actually took him seriously.

the nonsmokers— so be considerate to a

I commend everyone involved with this
semester’s Tuesday night television news
broadcast— especially the new broadcast
journalism instructor, Dennis Hart. In half

nonsmoker.

of a semester, Dennis has transformed a

Frank White

joke-of-a-production into one worthy ofour
attention.
In fact, our student-run news magazine

IfChrisman was actually serious, he would
deserve pity, not petty name-calling.
Chrisman is obnoxious and hilarious. That’s
why we read him. Maybe we should commend him for his bravery in poking fun at
such a polarizing issue, rather than blame
Chrisman for being the sarcastic messenger
who reminds us that gender relations are
often frustrating.
Tom Annese
English senior

I'd like to respond to the women who
wrote to the editor complaining about the

article by David Chrisman in the Oct. 11

The Lumberjack...lighten up! The article

was satirical and was composed to be funny.

It was. My wife and I laughed from the

beginning to the end.

When he made the comment about wishing he was a female so he could play with
“his” breasts, he was not trying to demean
women, he was stating men’s obsession with
the female anatomy. With the stress of living
day to day, humor is a tool to ease that
pressure. I suggest these women use it.

Jeff Newborn
forestry senior

Food Not Bomb’s tactics
are counterproductive
I just read about the conduct of Food Not

Bombs at the Arcata City Council meeting
on Wednesday evening, and while | am not
surprised, I began wondering about the real
motive of the organization. I do not object to
the feeding of the poor and hungry, but I
believe that this group goes about this ina
way that is counterproductive.
The City has not said they cannot feed the
r
hungry under any circumstances, but rathe

they cannot serve food without a permit. If
their true goal is simply to provide food for
the hungry, why don’t they obtain the necessary health permit and do so? By refusing
to get a permit, they appear to be using the
homeless and hungry of this community to
serve an ulterior motive. I think that this is

hand smoke. Get your facts right when it

forestry senior

Vandalism of ‘J’ cafeteria

was not a good prank
There have been a lot of good pranks
pulled offin the history of college. Movies
like “Animal House” glorify these incidents.
However, last Monday’s break-in at the “J”
was in poor taste and only shows the person,
or persons involved, had disrespect for the
school.
What they forgot to think about was the
inconvenience to dorm residents and “J”
employees. They also forgot to think that
they spent time and money to apply to this
school but have no respect for it now that
they are here. My suggestion is to take this
opportunity to learn respect for the place
you live or go home. There is no room here
for these immature actions.

has production value rivaling that of the
local commercial stations (this is being done
with temperamental consumer gear). It also
features topics of particular interest to our
campus community. I encourage everyone
to check it out on channel 12 Tuesday evenings at 7,8,9 and 10 p.m. Again, bravo/

brava to all involved.
Roland Yartzoff

speech communication senior

Student Voice Symposium
empowers students
OK, here’s the deal:

ecology and conservation were the main

Your mom, dad and grandparents call
you up and tell you that they’re having a
meeting next week to plan out your future.
They will be deciding what you will study,
what you'll do after graduation, who you'll
marry and where you'll live. Would you go
for this? Hey, they told you that you could
mail them your input, and they might consider it ...
This very unreasonable proposition is
being used as an analogy for what is going on
at this university right now. HSU has to do
some long range planning. It’s time for the
schooltogeton the balland makesome changes
that will improve the educational programs.
Like the absurd idea that your parents
should plan your life for you, it seems pretty
weird that the administration alone should lay
out the plan for HSU, doesn’t it?

tunity for the children to observe and learn

4-7 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan Room, the

Karen Clapp
forestry senior
“J” employee

Wildlife department's
tours were a success
This fall the wildlife department, in coop-

eration with the HSU Natural History Mu-

seum, began offering educational tours to
school children at the Wright Urban Wild-

life Refuge (WUWR) in Eureka. Songbird

focus of the tours, which included an oppor-

about the bird-banding research taking place
at the refuge.

The responses from the teachers and chil-

dren who visited the refuge this fall have
been overwhelmingly positive, and I would

like to thank those who volunteered their

time and energy to make the tours possible:

Maurie Beck, Lisa Easley, David Juliano,
JeffMarzsal, Corinne Medlin, Tina Menges,
Tori Poulton, Sue Salmons, Judy Seaman,
Tony Shapeland Orianne Williams— thank

On Thursday, Nov. 9 (Tomorrow!) from

Collective Student Voice Symposium will

assemble students together in a student facilitated planning session. Topics important to students will be discussed and the
result will be a student-generated document
that will outline a vision for HSU. All students are invited to participate in this firstever-of-its-kind event! Hope to see you there.
Freida Ravasco
A.S. President
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OPPORTUNITIES
UPWARD

BOUND

PROJECT

needs female and male resident
advisors from 6/22/96 to 7/27/96.

Pay $1,600 plus room and board
for 5 weeks.
31.

Deadline is January
203.

More info in NHE

WANTED: COLLEGE MOMS TO
SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES
with teen moms from local high
schools. Sponsored by S.N.A.P.
For
through the Y.E.S. House.
at

call Connie

information

more

CLASSIFIED

8, 1995
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING—
Seasonal & full-time employment

ALASKA
Students

available at National Parks,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-

industry.
Earn up to $3000$6000+ per month. Room and

545-4804 ext. N60471

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
—Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206) 632-1146 ext.

J60471

12/13

839-7925 or Jennifer at 822-6549.

SKI

TEACH

ENGLISH

positions this winter.

Earn

25k

to

benefits
major.

ABROAD.

plus

housing

and

in Korea.

BA/BS

any

Agency:

(415) 585-3220.

FLEX-TIME ASSISTANT to local
entrepreneur/publisher about 15
hours per week doing correspondence,
video,
and
networking tasks for negotiable
salary, beach house and auto use,
typing skill, leave message 4433794, or call 1-2pm.
12/6

STUDENTS

WITH

VISION—

Invest 3 hours with your peers at
Thursday's collective student voice
symposium.
Bring ideas for
creating the best HSU imagineable
I'll cut class to attend this historic
event: Thursday, November 9, 47pm, KBR 826-4221.

IF YOU ARE ENTHUSIASTIC
AND OUTGOING with good phone

12/13

RESORTS

HIRING—Ski

Resorts are now hiring for many

Up to $2000+

in salary & benefits. Call Vertical
Employment Group:
(206) 6340469 ext. V60471
12/13

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn up to $2000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience necessary.

mo. possible within 1 year assisting

distributor
of wild organic products.
Free info (800) 883-7971.

FREE TRIPS & CASH!
how

hundreds

11/15

Find out

of students

are

already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun,
Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida! Call now!
Take

a

Break

Student

(800) 95-BREAK!

Travel.

12/13

WORMWOOD—What
mean, “promotion"?
Sundays

START YOUR OWN

BUSINESS

of

the
at

do

11am,-1757

THINKING OF SNOW?

comfortable 2 bdrm mobile on 2.5+

eves.; 916-623-5062 wknds.

you

Family,

Arcata—SCREWTAPE®

JUST YARDS TO THE TRINITY
RIVER, minutes to Lewiston Lake.
Fisherman's dream!
Large,

J,

inch

woofers

factory

$150; Technics SA-200
FM/AM
Receiver 25W/channel, $50;
turntable BIC 912 automatic, $25
444-8625 Bill, eves.

Plan on

country skiing package. Downhill
package includes lift tickets. All

PEAVEY 4 x 12 (2 x 2) STEREO

packages include 4 nights deluxe

lodging. Call Center Activities for
11/8

NOTICES
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
ISSUES IN THE DISABILITY
COMMUNITY—Future health

CABINET; Gallien Krueger GT200 Guitar Amplifier.
Both in
excellent condition! $300 each or
$550 for set. Phil 826-2046.

LIKE NEW WORD PROCESSOR
5" x 9" CRT display 240 kb floppy
disk

drive,

care professionals, therapists,
policy makers, and students with
disabilities—attend the meetings

SHOPPING FOR THAT HARD TO

Call Brian for more information at
443-6617

of HSU's disabled student group.
"The 25% Contingent" meets
Wednesdays 2-3:30pm, NHE120.

sale in the Lumberjack Classies.

experience better health, energy
and financial independence. Great
opportunity for health conscious

people. Call for information 1-800927-2527 ext. 8251
11/15
FAST FUNDRAISER-raise $500
in 5 days—Greeks, groups, clubs
and
motivated individuals.
Fast,easy—no financial obligation.
(800)862-1982 Ext.33
12/6

processor

modes,

copy/delete.

block

Call 826-7278 eves.

FIND ITEM? Check out what's for

¢ Place ads at University
Ticket Office,

discount

Practice

AUTO WELLNESS
Our Systems Managed Care Program,
using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.
Factory trained technician for
HONDA ¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA
Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul

e Fuel Injection Diagnosis¢
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!
822-2596
fax: 677-1617

Namaste

Alan Hunter
Master Technician
13 years experience

Kristie

822-5599.

11/15

SERVICES
ENJOY A MASSAGE in Arcata.
Massage transmits healing energy
by caring human contact. Massage
aids the movement of lymph to
affected areas to fight infection.
Foot-reflexology. Reidun Olsson
CMP 822-7247.
LET HENDERSON STREET
WORD PROCESSING do your
typing for you. We doclass papers,
thesis, mailing lists, and tape

transcribing.

443-6128.

12/13

BODY PIERCING. Dorm orhousecalls by John Lopez, formerly of
the Pleasure Center. Call 4443497 for appointment or info. 10/25

FOUND
DID YOU LOSE YOUR TICKET
STUBS in the Arcata Redwood
Forest around October 28th? Call
Debbi or Charlie at 825-8220.

~

Advertise your treasure chest of goodies
in the Lumberjack Classies!

¢ $5 /25 words. Student

What can you do to get
300,000 miles out of your car?

hatchback, very dependable, high
MPG, runs excellent, clean and
well taken care of. $2350 OBO.

move/

Nelson Hall East.

11/29

2-door

typewriter/word

where success is solely based on
your effort, not on any speculation,
door-to-door sales or pyramid
schemes. Especially excellent for
students and others with limited
time and money.
You will not
regret investigatingthis possibility.

STUDENTS, achieve your goals.
Ride the Blue-Green wave and

I-MARK

replaced,

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED with
headboard
and
drawers
underneath, $100. Will deliver to
you. Call Heidi at 825-8790.

r

ISUZU

INFINITYQE 4000 SPEAKERS 12

skiing or snowboarding at Mt.
Bachelor Saturday November 18Wednesday
November
22.
Optional transportation and cross

prices at 826-3357.

85

$55,000, by owner. 707-822-4570

No chance.

Holy

AUTOMOTIVE

acres.
Garden, deck, ramada,
pines, great water. Ready for you!

PERSONALS

For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C60471
12/13

skills you Can earn solid residual

income in your spare time. $2-5k/

board! Transportation! Male or
female. No experience necessary.
Call (206)545-4155 ext A60471.

Church

FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT—
needed!
Fishing

(just $2!).

¢ Deadline: Fri. 4p.m.
before Wednesday
publication.

‘CALENDAR
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Wednesday, Nov. 8, 1995 _

ieee

a

midnight. Open to those 21 and

sented by the music department,
will present an evening
of operatic scenes in the
Fulkerson Recital Hall.

older. More information is available at 822-4861.

Theater
¢ Ani DiFranco will perform in

graphed and per;
formed by lo-

Tickets are $10 for students and
$15 for all others.
e Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka.

2 cal dancers at
The Dancenter
in Arcata. Admission is $5 at the
door. More informa-

the Kate Buchanan Roomat8 p.m,

From 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Twenty-one and older welcome.

All the country and pop favorites.
No cover charge, open to those
18 and older. More information is
available at 444-CLUB.

Workshops
e Résumé

Writing

Techniques
will
@ bediscussed
ina

#) workshop

==

pre-

sented by the
4) Career Center in
Nelson
Hall

West 232. More information is
available at 826-3341.

Et Cetera
¢ Campus Recycling Program
meets at 5 p.m. in the Warren
House. More information is available at 826-4162.

¢ Cycle Learning Center Club
meets at 5 p.m. in Nelson Hall
East. More information is available at 825-8138.

¢ Hatha Yoga Club meets in
Forbes Complex

125 from 3:30

to5 p.m. Moreinformationisavailable at 826-7238.

Thursday 9

information is available at 8222228.
¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay

Et Cetera

¢ Book-signing party and re-

445-0844.

¢ Club Karaoke with Downtown Curtis Brown at Club West.

No cover, open to all ages. More

tion is available at 822-8087.

More information is available at

at Don Juan’s from 7 p.m. to 10

ception forauthor Tracey Barnes
Priestley, author of “Juggling
Jobs & Kids” at the Plaza Grill
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
¢ Beijing Experience - Jene
McCovey and Paolo Davarzo will
share experiences and film clips
from the United Nations conference on women in Beijing from
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room. More information is available at 826-3365.
¢ Multicultural Center Open
House from noon to3 p.m. More
information is available at 8263365.
¢ Issue of Quebec Forum
from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in
Founders Hall 125. Presented by the Humboldt Organization of
Political Scientists.
More information is
eed
at 822-2662.
available
¢ Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Student Association meets at 7
p.m. in the Multicultural Center.
More information is available at
826-5929.
¢ HSU Sailing Club meets at 8
p.m, inthe Depot. Beginners welcome, more information is avail-

p.m. No cover, open to those
younger than 21. More information is available at 839-5820.
¢ Power-96 Retro-Revival
Show with the Ninja
and surprise guest
DJ’s, dancing and
drink specials. Doors
open at 9 p.m., open to
-<¥ those 18 and older.
More information is
available at 444-CLUB.

e 2 Left Feet Dance Project, a
low-tech dance concert choreodancers at The Dancenter in
Arcata. Admission is $5 at the
door. More information is available at 822-8087.

Saturday 11
Music
¢ Opera Workshop, presented
by the music department, will
present an evening of operatic
scenes in the Fulkerson Recital
Hall. Scenes from Susannah,
Carmen , La Bohemem and oth-

ers will be performed. Tickets are
$4 general, $2 for students and
seniors. More information is avail-

able at 826-3531.
¢ Hotel California- A Tribute

Music
¢ Opera

lar drink specials from 9 p.m. to

to the Eagles. Live Eagles music

pre-

Workshop,

is available at 822-2228.

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay
those older than 21, more information is available at 445-0844.

Et Cetera

Theater

¢ Bosom Buddies, a support

829-3770

Loaner bikes (Uae

513 J St.

eos

UIAIED
Seqq3 oH

|f To CLICK, CLACK, AND CREAK
TWE WOOD SLATS ON EACH STEP
DEPARTMENT STORE
WERE MAYBE HALF.AN INCH
DOWNTOWN, AND T
# APART, AND L ALWAYS
USED TO LOVE

WE To THE BIG OLD

RIDING

WONDERED IF

THE

“

ESCALATORS

|

LADIES GOT THEIR
WIGH HEELS STUCK

é-, AND GoT PULLED
ne

Up to ; Ol aie

\weeaten

;

with Premium

ogaiet

Wix Filter
~ Exp 11-17-95 ~

ond

* Some Models Slightly Highter

(two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

TWE ESCALATORS THERE HAD
WHEN
I WAS A KID,
MY MOM WOULD TAKE]. WOOD STAIRS, AND THEY USED
Py

Cpa

SOME OF THOSE ESCALATORS

WERE VERY NARROW - JUST

WIDE ENOUGH FOR ONE PERSON.
YEP THOSE OLD ESCALATORS
HAD A LOT MORE PERSONALITY
THAN

hy
ac

low-tech dance concert choreo-

BECOME STORIES
WITH NO POINT

THESE

a

Automotive

experienced breast

graphed and performed by local
dancers

at The

Dancenter

cancer meets at the
- Women’s Resource

in

Arcata. Admission is $5 at the
door. More information is available at 822-8087.

Tw) Center
p.m.

in Eureka

from 5:30 p.m. to 7
information is avail-

More

able at 442-5239.

Et Cetera
¢ Saturday Night Fever will be
presented on laser disc in
Founders Hall 118 at 8 p.m. by

Tuesday 14

the Humboldt International Film
Festival. Refreshments will be sold

Music

and prizes given to the best cos¢ Guided nature walk at the
Manila Beach and Dunes Access
Area with Friends of the

Dunes.

Topics cov-

ered include coastal

dune ecology, cultural history and

¢ Karaoke

with

Midnight

Maestros Downtown Curtis
Brown at The Pub in Eureka. No
cover, more information is avail-

able at 442-3464. |
e Karaoke with Mike McKay
at Harbor Lanes from 9 p.m. to |
a.m. More information is available at 443-4533.

dune restoration.
No fee, more information is available at 822-4360.

Arcata

Community

Sunday 12

Pool

Student Specials

Music
¢ Humbolt Chorale and Uni-

versity Singers will perform at 8
p.m. in the Van Duzer Theater.
Tickets are $4 general, $2 students
and seniors. More information is
available at 826-3531.

¢ Club Triangle at Club West,
dance and music videos. Doors

open at 9 p.m., open to those 18

and older. Admiation

is $4 for

Call ‘822-6801

Cable Channel 12

Educational Access

HUMBO LDT
THI S WEEK
Nav.

Tuesday,

woe

7

Community Access

Highlights from

this week’s schedule
nee

. —s
Fri. 10

I'D HATE To THINK THAT ALL
MY CURRENT EXPERIENCES
WILL SOMEDAY

\ | Suck METAL

Brought to you by R edwood

URSSIN *PPZeW eIND

E
IV
OT
OM
WI
i)
A. VaR,

7

group for women and
families who have

2 Left Feet Dance Project, a_

ACAT

uosuayeM lig Aq

\

Toyota « VW « Jeep

REWoop!

Kate Buchanan Room. More information is available at 677-3927.

Monday 13

e Chevye Datsun e Dodge « Ford « Hond a e Subaru e Mitsubishi

PRE-THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
Oil & ier “er

¢ John Trudell in a spoken
word performance at 7 p.m. in the

8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Open to

at the Red Lion Innin Eureka from

graphed and performed by local

Friday 10

* Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the North Coast Inn. One dol-

open to all ages. More information

tume.

Theater

able at 826-9328.

Music

at Cafe Mokka at 9 p.m., no cover,

and others will be performed. Tickets are $4
general, $2 for students
and seniors. More informationis available at 8263531.
¢ Star Above the Harbour will
perform at Cafe Mokka at 9 p.m.

low-tech dance concert choreo-

Music

Theater”

¢ Howdy Emerson will perform

Scenes from Susannah,
Carmen , La Bohemem

¢ 2 Left Feet Dance Project, a

those older than 21 and $5 for all
others.

at Club West. Eighteen and older
welcome, admission is $5. More
information is available at 444CLUB.

News about HSU and
the North Coast
so
«Hottest Holiday Toys

«Homeless at Thanksgiving
e

HSU

bo.

j

—
Produced by
journalism students

mi

falas

Gorilla Theatre
8:42 p.m.

Dick Tarlton, Queen’s Man
Dell'Arte

7 p.m.
Sat. 11
.
Fiddler on the Roof

8 p.m.
Sun, 12
Doc in the Box
Live Viewer Call-in

32

Wednesday,

GOLD

Nov.

NECTAR;
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WHAT'S

OATMEAL & BLACK CHERRY STOUT...

HAPPENING AT THE BREWERY

Monday
MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL MADNESS
CLEVELAND @ PITTSBURGH
$1 beers when BROWNS score

FISH

TACOS

ONLY

Tuesday ...Elephant
AWESOME

99¢

FREE T-shirt raffle

Night
BEER

FREE T-shirt Raffle
SPECIALS

Presents
1a

Nov.

-. ALL YOU CAN EAT Fish & Chips
only $6.95 from 6-8pm
HAPPY HOUR at the Brew Pub 5-7p.m.

Mike Craghead
Trio
(W/Dave & Grant)
opening

Wednesday

“Powerful acoustic

..ALL YOU CAN EAT “buffalo wings;
onLy $5.95 /person

evening all around”

Sat.

Nov.
Thursday
... HAPPY

10

11

AMoonRa
HOUR

from Sonoma Co.
“Special
improvisational

5-7 P.M.

Pints ONLY $1.75/ Pitchers $5.25
“Thirsty Thursday” 9-11p.m.

acoustic groove rock”

Pitchers ONLY $4

e
¢
e
e

CAPPUCCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Xe

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am
¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «
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The

of the Matter

Dear Reader:

If you're in a crisis pregnancy, Or
know someone who is, please be assured
that we understand the emotional trauma
you are going through— the doubts, the
fears, the sense of shame and frustration.
We know the agonizing decisions you

face and the pressures you feel.

At first blush, opting for an abortion
probably sounds like the“ quick-fix" solution to your problem. You need to be
advised, as this supplement does in
numerous articles, that abortion is notin
your best interest. Those who have been

telling you that it's a “women's rights”
issue have been withholding critical information from you.
Actually , if you
self to the possible
tion, as outlined on
ting yourself in the

are subjecting yourafter-effects of aborpage eleven; or putposition of being the

mation about him/her than can be stored
in five sets (not volumes) of Encyclopedia Britannica?

It is our hope that in reading this supplement and relating to the prebornchild
you will be convinced that abortion,
besides not being in your best interest, is
indeed an unjust, inhumane and irreversible destruction of
aninnocent human

life. There are alternatives to such a
drastic measure!
Is carrying your baby to term a man-

ageable decision? Yes itis! Please refer
to page five to realize the number of
people and

organizations

ready

and

eager to help you. Don't hesitate to call
on them, whatever your needs. The sup-

port is there to see you through your

times more prone to breast cancer (docu-

Remember the decision you make will
affect you for the restof yourlife. Don't
let anyone pressure you into a quick
decision! We don't pretend to have an
easy solution - but a just, manageable,
rewarding one, one which you will not
regret: continued life for your baby!
f
Kaz ,

mented by recent research), shouldn't
people who claim to be for women be
warning you of these consequences?
Perhaps abortionisn’taboutwomen’s
rights after all! What then, or whom, is
it about? The answer can be found
within these pages.

For instance, isn't it exciting to disThis supplement has been prepared and copyrighted by Human Life Alliance of Minnesota,

time of fertilization contains more infor-

anguished mother pouring out her heart

from personal experience (also page
eleven); or making yourself two to four

The special love between a mother and baby comes straight from the heart.

on page four that the miniaturized language mapping out the new baby at the

cover,as Dr. Jerome Lejeune points out

crisis pregnancy - and beyond!

| Marlene Reid, President
Human Life Alliance of Minnesota

Inc., 3570 Lexington Avenue North, Suite 301 ¢ St. Paul, Minnesota 55126 « (612) 484-1040.

Claim:

Abortion is legal, therefore, it must be right.

Answer: If child abuse were suddenly declared legal by the U.S. Supreme Court, would that
make it right? Would we ignore such an injustice and do nothing to protect the children?
Claim:

/ have the right to “choose” to abort my baby - a woman's "right to choose!"

Answer: How can anyone have the right to choose tokill another individual?

The only

"choice" in abortion is between a dead baby or a live baby, Furthermore, the advocates
who defend the “choice” to abort, resulting ina dead baby, are notconsistent. Why is itonly

in the case of abortion they argue that “choice” should be legal and absolute? Using the same
rationale, shouldn’t people have the right to “choose” to use drugs ("/t’s my body") or the

right to “choose” to practice prostitution? Should our society allow a person to"choose” to
kill another person (or have that person killed) to solve the first person's problem?

Claim: The government should not interfere with a woman's "right" to abortion.
Answer: Our Declaration of Independence declares that we have an " inalienable right to
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness." Thomas Jefferson defined government's role,
"The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object
of good government." Pres. Reagan, a defender of the human and civil rights of the preborn,

called it "the transcendent right to life of all human beings, the right without which no
other rights have any meaning." (Without life, taxation, health-care etc. are immaterial).

Claim:

If public money (tax money) is not availabie to pay for abortions “poor” women

will be denied access to abortion. They will be discriminated against.
Answer: Are we obligated to provide cigarettes and alcohol to poor people if they cannot
afford them? On the contrary, government is very explicit about which items may be
purchased with food stamps. Is this considered discrimination? The same people who argue

for "public" subsidies for abortions are the same ones who argue that it is a "private"
decision. To quote Congressman Henry Hyde, " We have a" right" of free speech. Does this
mean the government has to buy us a personal computer? A typewriter? A megaphone?"
Claim: / am personally opposed to abortion, butI would notinterfere with another’s right
to have an abortion nor impose my morality on others.

Answer: Analogy -- if the abolitionists had bought this line of reasoning regarding the
slavery issue, some states could still be saddled with slavery today. Every law ever passed
sets standards which reflect someone's (or a body of law-makers') morality.

Claim: You want to ban women’s “constitutional right” to abortion.
Answer: This isa "spurious" or false "right" - having no basis in the constitution. The U.S.
Supreme Court claims to have discovered a "privacy" right in the "penumbra" of the
Constitution ("penumbra" definition: a partly lighted area around an areca of full shadow).
Court decisions (Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton) are aberrations (deviations from truth) and

do nothing more than grant temporary license to kill children in the womb, the most
dangerous place of residence. This license is tenuous and could be over-ridden by reversal

or an amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

Indeed, to guarantee the permanent freedom of

the slaves and establish rights for all U.S. “persons” the 14th Amendmentto the Constitution

was passed. It states, “...No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States: nor shall any state deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the law.” (emphasis added), In Roe v. Wade the Court

determined that unborn children are not “persons” even though they have the right to inherit
property and many other rights. Some states have entire sections of law outlining Crimes
Against Unborn Children in which they, from conception on, are protected from negligent

or willful harm or death.
Claim:

[f legal abortions are banned, women will resort to back alley abortions.

Answer: In 1972, the year before the

Supreme Court legalized abortion,a total of 39 women

died from illegal abortions, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. Former
abortion provider Carol Everett states, “In the last 18 months I was in the business, we were

completing 500 abortions monthly and killing or maiming one woman out of 500” (p.10).

If the numbers are this astounding for her four Texas Clinics, it doesn’t take an expert
mathematician to figure out that the number of casualties ha ppeningi

2200 supposedly

"safe" abortuaries would be in the high bandits

nationwide at the over

Claim: Abortion Should be legal to end a pregnancy resulting from rape or incest.
Answer:

Itis important to remember that the child conceived in rape, or incest, is no less

human than any other child. David Reardon’s article, (page 8) points out that the very worst

solution that can be offered to the pregnant woman at this crisis time
Abortion compounds the problem! If a small child were killed in
driver and it was later determined that the child had been conceive
ceive
d d
be held less responsible? Is that child’s death less tragic?

in her life isan abortion.
the street by a negligent
j in rape, would the driver
——

Hur
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Test Your Abortion!.Q.
1. On January 22, 1973 the U.S. Supreme
Court legalized abortion through which
month of pregnancy? A) 3rd month; B)
4th month; C) 6th month; D) 9th month
2. Since abortion was legalized in 1973
the number of preborn babies’ lives

extinguished by abortion is: A) 6 million;
B) 12 million C) 30 million; D) 32 million
3. Abortion is the leading cause of death
in the U.S., causing what percent of total

deaths? A) 21%; B) 35%;C) 46%; D) 52%
4. What age group of women have the
greatest number of abortions? A) 15 - 19;
B) 20 -24; C) 25 -29; D) 30 -34
5. About 10 million Black children have
been aborted since abortion was legalized.
This is what fraction of the present Black
population in the U.S.? A) one-eighth; B)
one-fifth; C) one-third; D) one-half
6. Since 1960 the number of babies born
out-of-wedlock has risen by what percent?
A)60%; B) 105%; C) 250%; D) 419%
7. Women who abort their first child stand
how much greater risk of developing
breast cancer? A) 3 x; B) 2 x; C)4x

8. With the advances in medical science
the number of surgical procedures which
are now performed on babies in the womb
is: A) over 50; B) 80; C) 90; D) over 100
9. One out of every how many preborn
babies is killed by abortion? A) two;
B) three; C) four; D) six

10. What percent of abortions performed
in the U.S. are repeat abortions? A)30%;

B) nearly 40%; C) nearly 50%; D) 60%
11. What percent of women who have had
abortions experience suicidal tendencies?
A) 45%; B) 60%; C) 70%; D) 75%
12. A developing baby’s heart begins to
beat at: A) 21 days; B) 30 days;

C) 45 days; D) 60 days

Chronology of a New Life
Fertilization: The sperm joins with the ovum to form one cell. This
one cell contains the complex genetic blueprint for every detail of human
development—the child’s sex, hair and eye color, height, skin tone etc.
Month One: The first cell divides within several hours and then cell
division continues in an orderly fashion every few hours as the small group
of cells travels down the Fallopian tube to the uterus, where the uterine
lining has been prepared for implantation. There are over 100 cells present
when this tiny embryo reaches the uterus 7 to 10 days after fertilization.
Day 20—foundations of the brain, spinal cord and nervous system are
already established; day 21—the heart begins to beat in a regular fashion;
day 28—the backbone, the rest of the skeleton, and muscles are forming—
arms, legs, eyes and ears have begun to show. At one month old, the
embryo is 10,000 times larger than the original fertilized egg — and
developing rapidly. The heart is pumping increased quantities of blood
through the system. The placenta forms a unique barrier that keeps the
mother’s blood separate, but allows food and oxygen to pass to the baby.
Month Two: At 35 days the pre-born baby has all her fingers. Brainwaves
can be detected at day 40; the brain is controlling 40 sets of muscles as
well as the organs. The jaw forms including teeth buds in the gums. The
eyelids seal during this time to protect the baby’s developing light-sensitive
eyes which will reopen in the seventh month. The stomach produces digestive juices and the kidneys have begun to function. The tiny human being
responds to touch. By 8 weeks, the developing baby is now referred to as
the fetus, a Latin word meaning "young one" or "offspring."

Month Four:

By the end of this month (16 weeks) the baby is 8 to 10

inches in length and weighs a half pound or more. Her ears are functioning,
and there is evidence that the baby hears her mother’s voice and heartbeat,
as well as external noises. The umbilical cord has become an engineering
marvel, transporting 300 quarts of fluids per day and completing a roundtrip of fluids every 30 seconds. Because the preborn child is now larger, the
mother usually begins to feel her baby's movements during this month.

A)20 million; B) 36 million; C) 56 million

14) Every year up to what number of U.S.

Month Six:

women become infertile because of STDs?
A)66,000; B)75,000; C)98,000; D)150,000
The answers to these questions can be found on p. 9.

Abortionis Legal During
7th, 8th and 9th Months
In Roe v. Wade the Court allowed states to

restrict abortions in the 3rd trimester "except
where it is necessary... for the preservation

of life or health of the mother." However, in

Doe v. Bolton, the companion case to Roe,
the Court defined "health" to include "all
factors - physical, emotional, psychological,
familial, and the woman's age - relevant to
the well-being of the patient." Because of
this broad definition of "health" the Court, in

effect, permitted abortion-on-demand in all
fifty states right up until birth for any reason!

6 Weeks

Month Three: Day 63 (9 weeks): Unique fingerprints are evident and
never change. The baby now sleeps, awakens and exercises her muscles by
turning her head, curling her toes, and opening and closing her mouth often sucking her thumb. Her palm, when stroked, will make a tight fist.
She breathes amniotic fluid to help develop her respiratory system. By 12
wks. all the organs and systems of her body are functioning. The only
major activity from now until birth is growth - the increase in her size.

Month Five: Half the pregnancy has now passed. The baby is about 12
inches long. If a sound is especially loud or startling, she may jump in reaction to it. Babies born at this stage of development (19 - 20 weeks) are
surviving at an increasing rate thanks to advances in medical technology.

13) How many Americans now have an
incurable sexually transmitted disease?

Photo courtesy of Joseph R. Stanton, M.D.

(24 weeks): Oil and sweat glands are functioning.

RY

Photo by S.J. Allen/Int'l Stock Photo Lid.

16 Weeks

The baby's

delicate skin is protected in the amniotic sac by a special ointment “vernix."
Month Seven: The baby's brain has as many cells as it will have at birth.
The preborn child uses the four senses of vision, hearing, taste and touch.
Research has documented that she can now recognize her mother’s voice.
Month Eight: The skin begins to thicken, with a layer of fat stored
underneath for insulation and nourishment. Antibodies increasingly build
up. The baby swallows a gallon of amniotic fluid per day, more if it is

sweetened. She often hiccups. She has been urinating for several months.
Month Nine: Toward the end of this month, the baby is ready for birth.
The average duration of pregnancy is 280 days from the first day of the
mother’s last menstrual period, but this varies. By this time the infant's
heart is pumping 300 gallons of blood per day. In response to signals from
the brain the child triggers labor and birth occurs. Of the 45 generations of

cell divisions before adulthood, 41 have taken place in the womb. Only

four more will come - during the rest of childhood and before adolescence.

In developmental terms we spend 90% of our lives in the womb.

Photo courtesy of Origin Films, Lid.

20 Weeks
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Legalized Abortion Based on Lies and Fraud

Life begins at conception

McCorvey

she had been gang-raped and became
that
d
ime
cla
ey
nev
isc
na
beem
o
ist
in
Early
duated from the

Coffee, newly gra
pregnant. Attorneys Sarah Weddington and Linda orde
old
r to challenge Texas’ 100-year
in
University of Texas Law School, needed a "client"
g an abortion.

“Each of us has a very precise starting

law that banned abortions. They convinced Norma that she should be seekin

moment which is the time at which the

whole necessary and sufficient genetic
information is gathered inside one cell,
the fertilized egg, and this is the

to the Supreme Court which resulted in
The case was subsequently argued all the way
inall 50 states in 1973. In the meantime, Norma's baby was bom and

legalizing abortion
released for adoption. In 1987, McCorvey admitted that the gang-rape was a lie. In August

1995, she joined Operation Rescue stating that she was tired of being exploited by the pro-

moment of fertilization. There is not the
slightest doubt about that and we know

abortionists.

that this information is written on a kind
of ribbon which we call the DNA.”

While Roe v. Wade legalized abortion, on the same date, Doe v. Bolton provided for
abortion-on-demand for the entire nine months of pregnancy and was the legal vehicle
Dr. Jerome

Jérome Lejeune, M.D.,
Ph.D., te!ls us much about the
intricacies of the beginning of
human life. Contrary to the
popular view that the tiny baby
becomes more and more "developed” as the weeks of pregnancy go on, Dr.
Lejeune

says that the very first cell, the
fertilized egg, is “ the most
specialized cell under the sun."
No other cell will ever again

have the same instructions in
the life of the individual being
created.
In the words of Dr. Lejeune,
“Each of us has a very precise
starting moment which is the
time at which the whole nec-

essary and sufficient genetic
information is gathered inside
one cell, the fertilized egg,
and this is the moment of fertilization.
There is not the
slightest doubt about that and

we know that this information
is written on a kind of ribbon
which we call the DNA.”
He explains that the fertilized egg contains more information about the new individual than can be stored in
five sets (not volumes) of the
Encyclopedia Britannica (if
enlarged to normal print). To
further emphasize the minuteness
of this language, Dr.
Lejeune states that if all the
one-metre-long DNA of the
sperms and all the one-metrelong DNA of the ova which

contain the
the 5 billion

instructions
human

for

beings

who will replace us on this
planet were brought together
in one place the total amount

of matter would be roughly
the size of two aspirin tablets.
When Dr. Lejeune testified
in the Louisiana Legislature

(House Committee on the Administration of Criminal Justice, June 7, 1990) he stated,
"Recent discoveries by Dr.

Alec Jeffreys of England dem-

onstrate that this information
(on the DNA molecule) is
stored by a system of barcodes
not unlike those found on
products at the supermarket...
it’s not any longer a theory

that each of us is unique.”
Dr. Lejeune states that because of studies published
within the last year we can
now determine within three to
seven days after fertilization

if the new human being is a
boy or a girl.

in a player, what is being reproduced is the movement of
the air that transmits to you
the genius of Mozart. In mak-

ing the analogy he said, “It’s
exactly the same way that life
is played. On the tiny minicassettes which are our chromosomes are written various
parts of the opus which is for
human symphony, and as soon

as all the information necessary and sufficient to spell the
whole symphony (is brought
together), this symphony

difference

aman is aman."

between the
early person that
you were at

conception and
the late person

which you are
now. You were,
and are, a human
being.”
“At no time,” Dr. Lejeune
says, “is the human being a
blob of protoplasm. As far as

your nature is concerned, I see
no difference between the
early person that you were at
conception and the late person which you are now. You
were, and are, a human being.”

In the testimony Dr. Lejeune
Seven

Human

Embryos (Circuit Court

for

Blount County, Tennessee at
Maryville, Equity Division,

August

anew man

is beginning his career ... as
soon as he has been conceived,

“I see no

on The

which provided Court sanction for the over 2200 abortion mills across the country.

Lejeune

plays itself, that is,

gave

8-10, 1989) he com-

pared the chromosome

was the "Jane Roe" of Roe v. Wade.

to a

mini-cassette, in which asymphony is written, the symphony of life. He explained
that if you buy a cartridge on
which a Mozart
symphony

has been recorded and insert it

Dr. Jerome Lejeune died on April
3, 1994. Dr. Lejeune of Paris,
France was a medical doctor, a
Doctor of Science and a professor of Fundamental Genetics for
over 20 years. Dr. Lejeune discovered the genetic cause of
Down

Syndrome,

Kennedy

receiving

the

Prize for the discovery

Sandra Cano was "Mary Doe" of Doe v. Bolton

Sandra Cano now says she was an unwitting participant in fraud on the highest court in the

land. Sandra was a young expectant mother with three children facing a divorce from a
husband who was in jail for child molestation. Cano’s three children had been taken from
her by family service workers. They were being shunted from one bad environment to
another. Cano loved her children dearly. She was almost insane with grief when she turned
to Legal Aid Services for help. The offer of N.O.W. lawyers to take the whole mess off her
hands, obtain a divorce and regain custody of her children sounded too good to be true.
When the attorneys hinted that they would like to strike a deal which would include aborting
the child Sandra was carrying she made it very clear that she could never do that. Yet, her
attorneys ignored her objections and ran roughshod over her. When she realized her case
had been used to obtain abortion-on-demand she said, “...why would I stretch my imagination to include a plan so bizarre that it would give people in a civilized society permission
to kill their own babies? ... I surely never thought they would tie my personal anxieties about
retrieving my children toa scheme to make abortion-on-demand legal.” Ironically, the Cano
baby, like the McCorvey baby, was carried to term and relinquished for adoption. Yet,
30,000,000 other babies have lost their lives to abortion because of these two cases.
Sarah Weddington was the Attorney
Sarah Weddington, the attorney who argued Roe v. Wade before the U.S. Supreme Court,
gave a speech at the Education Ethics Institute in Oklahoma. She explained why she
defended the sketchy story and false rape charge of a Texas waitress “Jane Roe” all the way

to the Supreme Court: “My behavior may not have been totally ethical. But I did it for what
I thought were the right reasons.” Tulsa World 5/24/93.

Playboy Provided the Funding
Hugh Heffner, founder of Playboy claims to have done one great thing for women:
“Playboy probably had more to do than any other company with Roe v. Wade. We supplied
the money for those early cases and actually wrote the amicus curiae for Roe.”

and, in addition, received the Memorial Allen Award Medal , the
world’s highest award for work
in the field of Genetics.

des Enfants Malades (Sick Children's Hospital) in Paris.
Dr. Lejeune was

“With no hype at all, the fetus can rightly be called a marvel of cognition,
consciousness and sentience.”

amember of the

American Academy of Arts
Science,

Do You Hear What I Hear?

He prac-

tised his profession at the Hépital

—

and

a member of the Royal

Society of Medicine in London,
The Royal Society of Science in
Stockholm,

the Science

Acad-

emy inItaly and Argentina, The
Pontifical Academy

of Science

and The Academy of Medicine in
France.

If you would like to obtain
a copy of Dr. Lejeune's
testimony
on The Seven
Human Embryos send $4.00
to Human Life Alliance of
MN, Inc., 3570 Lexington
Ave. N., Suite 301, St. Paul,
MN 55126-8087.

“She slides into the world with
eyes alert, the tiny ridges of her
ears living antennae scanning the conversation frequencies in the room.

She finds her mother’s voice with her ears,

and her eyes.”
The baby’s alertness and awareness begins with early development inthe womb.
The preborn baby can hear and respond to

sound.

Car hors can make the baby

jump. Her heartbeat quickens.
When Peter Hepper of Queens University in Belfast repeatedly played to 30week-old fetuses the theme song from a
popular soap opera, they relaxed. After

birth, the babies became “quite

alert” when they heard the tune.
“..When a loudspeaker directs
speech syllables at a mother-to-be 's

abdomen, the fetus’s heart slows, a sign

of attentiveness. The heartbeat speeds

upas the fetus gets bored with the sounds,
then slows again if new ones flow into
the womb.”
A fetus remembers some experiences
and may alter her behavior as a result.

The title, the direct quotes and other pertinent
information in this article are taken from:
Newsweek Special Issue, “How Kids Grow,”
Summer 1991 (Begley).
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- Pregnancy Help Centers &
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Pregnancy Hotline

ife Resources
Problems After an Abortion?
Conquerors Hotline
1-612-866-7715

1-800-848-LOVE (5683)
Nurturing Network

American Victims of Abortion

1-800-866-4MOM (4666)
Birthright
1-800-550-4900

]-

202-626-8800

American Rights Coalition

1-800-634-2224
Victims Of Choice
1-708-378-1680
Life Dynamics
1-817-380-8800

Bethany Christian Services

1-800-238-4269
America's Crisis Pregnancy Helpline
1-800-67-BABY-6
CARE NET
1-703-478-5661

Project Rachel
1-800-5- WE-CARE

National Resources
Human Life International
7845 Airpark Road, Suite E
Gaithersburg, MD 20879

1-800-549-LIFE or (301) 670-7884

International Anti-Euthanasia Task Force
Human Life Center

American Life League

University of Steubenville,

Stafford, VA 22555
(703) 659-4171 Metro D.C. (703) 690-2510
Fax: (703) 659-2586

P.O. Box 1350

Steubenville, Ohio 43952

(614) 283-6316
Focus on the Family
(Radio Show, Videos & Seminars)
8655 Explorer Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
(719) 531-3460

“Precious Feet"

Stopp Planned Parenthood

Bumper stickers
919 S. Main Street
Pro-life material
Snowflake, Arizona 85937
For Orders 1-800-858-3040
(602) 536-7705

(National Resource on PP)
P.O. Box 8

Heritage House '76 Incorporated

Pro-Life
American Collegians for Life

P.O. Box 1112
Washington, D.C. 20013

(410) 617-3581

LaGrangeville, NY 12540

Collegians

Collegians Activated to Liberate Life
(National Networking)
1605 Monroe Street, #107
Madison, WI 53711

Campus Crusade for Christ

(608) 256-CALL or (608) 256-2255

(407) 826-2000

(National Organization)

100 Sunport Lane
Orlando, Florida 32809

Post-Abortion Help
American Victims of Abortion
419 7th St. NW, Suite 402
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 626-8800

Conquerors

1515 E. 66th Street
Minneapolis, MN
(612) 866-7643

55423

Silent Voices
P.O. Box AO
Chula Vista, CA 91912

(619) 422-0757

Foundation for the Family
P.O. Box 111184
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211
(513) 661-7612

Project Reality
Box 97
Golf, Illinois 60029
(708) 729-3308

Baptists for Life
Box 3158
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501

(616) 458-7000

American Center for Law & Justice
P.O. Box 64429
Virginia Beach, VA 23467
(804)523-7570
Athletes for Life
P.O. Box 1350
Stafford, VA 22554
(703) 659-4171
Black Americans for Life
419 7th St. NW, Suite 402
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 626-8833

or (209) 266-1000
Christian Coalition
1801 Sara Dr.
Cheasapeake, VA 23320
(804) 424-2630
Priests for Life
P.O. Box 307
Port Chester, NY 10503
(914) 937-8243

Concerned Women for America
370 L'Enfant Promenade SW #800
Washington, D.C. 20035
(202) 488-7000

Crisis Pregnancy Network

ciliation & Healing Referral Line.

Naperville, IL 60566
(708) 378-1680

PO Box 07477, Milwaukee, WI 53207

(414) 483-4141

Hotline 1-800-5-WE-CARE

24-Hr. Hotline (612) 866-7715

Chastity

Victims of Choice
P.O. Box 815

Nat. Office of Post Abortion Recon-

Education

Straight Talk with Teens

TEEN CHOICE

Pam Stenzel P.O. Box 83
Okabena, MN 56161

6201 Leesburg Pike, Suite 404

(507) 853-4600

Falls Church, VA 22044

"Reasonable Reasons to Wait"

Pro-Life Resources

TEEN-AID, Inc.
723 East Jackson
Spokane, WA 99207
(509) 482-2868

National Pro-life Religious Council
1430 K Street NW, #500
Washington D.C. 20005
(202) 393-0703

Christian Action Council
101 W. Broad St., Suite 500
Falls Church, VA 22046-3220

March For Life
P.O. Box 90300
Washington, D.C. 20090
(202) 543-3377

United Methodists for Life
512 Florence St.
Dotham, AL36301
(205) 794-8543

Mothers Against Minor’s Abortions
P.O. Box 5638
Fredericksburg, VA 22403

(703) 371 “0298

National Right to Life
419 7th St. NW., Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 626-8800

Eagle Forum
316 Pennsylvania Avenue SE
Washington, D.C. 20003

National Association of Evangelicals

Presbyterians Pro-Life

(202) 544-0353

Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 789-1011

P.O. Box 11130
Burke, VA 22009
(703) 569-9474

Family Research Council
700 13th St. NW, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 393-2100

National Conference of Catholic Bishops
Secretariat for Pro-Life Activities
3211 4th St. NE
Washington, D.C. 20017
(202) 541-3070

Rutherford Institute
1445 East Rio Road
Charlottesville VA 22906
(804) 978-3888

Life Issues Institute- Hayes Publishing Co
1721 Galbraith Road

National Institute of Family and Life

United Church of Christ Friends for Life
P.O. Box 255, Tellford, PA 18969
(215) 257-6328

Cincinnati, Ohio 45239
(513) 729-3600
Knights of Columbus

Office of Pro-life Apostolate
1275 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, #501
Washington, D.C. 20004

(202) 628-2355
Identity Pro-life Checks
Box 818, Park Ridge, IL 60068

1-847-PRO-BABY

1023 15th Street NW, #500

Advocates
P.O. Box 2162
Manassas, VA 22110
(703) 369-2593

National Organization of Episcopalians
for Life

10523 Main Street
Fairfax, VA 22030
(703) 591-NOEL

Seminarians for Life International

Gaithersburg, MD (301) 670-7884

U. S. Coalition for Life
(Keeps Watch on March of Dimes etc.)
P.O. Box 315., Export, PA 15632
(412) 327-7379
This publication was
Human Life Alliance of

as a public service by
MN. Nothing contained herein

should be considered as an endorsement for any of the

listed. Human Life Alliance of MN
—e ions
ation Fund disclaims any liability for any actions of

any organization or its personnel listed in this directory.
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\ 9A Life Is Taken By Abortion.
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That’s A Lot Of Love Lost.
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Birthmother
Opts for
Adoption...
The Loving
Alternative

The abortion experience
for victims of rape and incest
by David C. Reardon

ory of my rape had faded. I felt
empty and horrible. Nobody

born. Their video camcorder ran non-stop.

I will always treasure the three days I spent
in the hospital with my son. Handing him
over to his new parents was by no means
easy, but I knew in my heart that this was the
right decision for both of us.
Many tears were shed throughout the nine
months and during the hospital stay. But,
they were not all tears of sadness. I miss my
son very much. I think about him every day
and a smile comes to my face. I thank the
Lord that He led me to two such special
people to be adoptive parents for my child.
It has been several years since my son was
born. He now has an adoptive sister. I keep
incontact with the family through letters and
pictures. I can't begin to explain the feelings
of pride and contentment that I experience
when I see the smile on his face.
I am now a junior in college majoring in
paralegal studies. Relinquishing my son
was the hardest decsion I will ever have to
make but I'm more confident than ever that
it was the right one. While in the hospital I
received a card which read, "Some people
come into our lives, leave footprints on our
hearts, and we are never the same." This is
so true!
Testimony by Lisa O. of Minnesota.
(Printed with permission )

have found them, show that the

If he is not a child,
why is he sucking his thumb?
If he is a living,
human child,
why is it legal to kill him?

served by abortion.

In fact,

rape and incest victims actually
suffer considerably from the
abortion.

The facts suggest that only a
minority of rape and incest victims actually choose abortion'—
so right there, one should pause

and reflect.

Abortion is not

usually chosen as the immediate
solution by rape and incest victims but that is the prevailing
belief of the general population.
A woman has been raped and
made pregnant: “Oh, she’s got

to have an abortion.”

No one

has studied the rape and incest

victims’ needs; abortion is presumed to fill their needs.
Kathleen DeZeeuw siates,
“Having lived through rape,

and also having raised a child
‘conceived in rape,’ I feel personally insulted and assaulted
every time I hear that abortion
Should be legal because of rape
and incest. I feel that we’re
being used by pro-abortionists
to further the abortion issue,

even though we’ve not been
asked to tell our side.”

children

heard.
Julie Makimaa, conceived by an act of rape, works
diligently against abortion. She
believes every life has a value
beyond measure, a purpose
which only time can reveal. Not
ashamed of her origin, Julie
proudly proclaims: "It doesn't
matter how I began. What mat-

ters is who I will become.”

Abortion Adds to
the Pain of Rape
Various studies and my own
research indicate that rape and
incest victims fall into the high
risk category of aborters, and the
existence of rape or incest is
actually a contraindication for

—

having brought the child into
being, it had happened, and the

consequences

could be lived

with. Third, ata subconscious

level, the rape victim feels that
if she can get through the preg-

nancy she will have conquered
the rape. Outlasting pregnancy

"I felt empty and
horrible... They had all
told me that after the
abortion I could continue with my life as if
nothing had
happened."
Victims Gave Reasons to
Forego Abortion
Perhaps the best study was
done by Dr. Sandra Mahkorn,

published

Aspects

in

Psychological

of Abortion®

Dr.

Mahkorn was an experienced
rape counselor who, in 1979,
identified 37 pregnant rape victims who were treated by a social welfare agency. Of these
37, only five chose to have an

abortion. Of the 28 who gave
birth, 17 chose adoption and 3
kept the child themselves; for
the remaining

eight, research

was unable to determine where
the child was placed.

conceived

through sexual assault also have
a voice which deserves to he

they sensed
some sort of hidden
purpose behind it. And although not responsible for

|

aborted women.
But for the
rape and incest victim it is an especially keenstory, because they
have been told, “In your situation that is the only thing you
can do.” And they have been
betrayed by that advice.

lives but, on the other hand,

a.

that after the abortion I could
continue with my life as if nothing had happened." This is the
same story we hear from a lot of

victim’s needs are not being

The

Every year over two million requests for
adoption go unsatisfied.

pressions. They had all told me

saw an intrinsic meaning or

purposeto the child. Somehow
this child was foisted into their

—_

security to offer my child. They were there
with me in the hospital when my son was

abortion in rape and incest
cases because they don’t know
whatelseto offer. And they will
accept it as a rare case. This
pro-life difficulty in defending
the unborn even in rape and incest cases is largely due to ignorance because the facts, as I

pain I would feel deep within
causing nightmares and deep de-

Da

Lisa O.

told me about the emptiness and

“I was being sexually
attacked, threatened
by him and betrayed
by Mom's silence...the
abortion which was to
be in ‘my best interest’

has not been...it only
‘Saved their reputations,’ solved their
problems and allowed

their lives to go
merrily on."

shows she is better than the
rapist who brutalized her. Giving birth, then, is the way rape
victims seek to reclaim their
self-esteem. It is a totally self-

sae. — ded

Some people who are otherwise very pro-life will condone

If he is not a human being,
what kind of being is he?

oo

from the issue of rape and in-

it was immoral or murder. One
said she would only suffer more
mental anguish from taking the
life of a baby. Second, some

know how to handle a person
who is in that much pain. There
is no quick fix....

If he is not alive,
why is he growing?

18 week-old baby developing in the womb.

of revulsion; people draw back

less act, a generous act, especially in light of the pressure to
abort. It is a way for them to

kan

My first instincts told me that I needed to
raise my child on my own. I knew I could
love and care for a child, but when I stopped
thinking about myself, and thought about
what was best for my child, I knew adoption
was the right decision. I was sixteen at the
time. I wanted to go back to school for my
senior year and wanted to participate fully,
in sports etc. I wanted to go on to college.
I knew I could not do all of this and raise a
child at the same time. I did not want to have
to live with my parents indefinitely and
depend on them for everything. I did not
want them to be thrust into the role of prime
care-givers for my child. It just would not be
fair for any of us, for them, myself or the
baby. I knew that placing my child for
adoption would be the right thing to do, the
loving alternative!
The adoption procedure I opted for is not
your ordinary plan. I chose to do an independent open adoption. Through this process I was able to select from among the prospective adoptive parents. I had the opportunity to establish a personal relationship
with them as well as to develop a lasting
friendship. The more I got to know them the
more excited I was about placing my baby
with this couple. They had so much love and

another act of violence — that

a

because of my actions.

termath of my abortion continued a long time after the mem-

display their courage and
strength to survive even a rape.
In her study, Mahkorn found

that feelings or issues relating to
the rape experience were the
primary concern for most of the
pregnant rape victims — not
pregnancy.
While
significant number

19% — a
— placed

primary emphasis on their need
to confront their feelings about
the pregnancy, including feelings of resentment and hostility
towards the unborn child, the
primary difficulty they experienced with the rape pregnancy
was pressure from other people

m4

i

mind went racing. It wasn't enough to just
say that I was scared - I was terrified! The
idea of having an abortion was peyer a
consideration for me.
I could not live
with the realization that I was responsible
for taking the life of my child - a death

"I soon discovered that the af-

cest, even from the victims of
rape and incest. People don’t

It was the beginning of my junior year in
high school. I was excited, looking forward
to another year of diving, gymnastics and
track. But this excitement quickly came to
an end when I realized I was pregnant.
When the pregnancy was confirmed, my

Rape and incest are very emotional topics. They often elicit
in the general populace feelings

Several reasons were given
for not aborting. First, several
women felt that abortion was

abortion. Jackie Bakker, whose
testimony is in my book,” says,

-

who saw the pregnancy as a blot

to be eliminated. Family and
friends just weren’t supportive
of the woman’s choice to bear
the child.
Dr. Mahkorn also found that,

in the group who carried their
pregnancies
to term, none, at the
end of pregnancy, wished she
had decided on an abortion.
Abortion therefore inhibits the
healing to the rape victim and
reinforces negative attitudes.

Abortion Reinforces
Women’s Powerlessness
Another example from my
book is Vanessa Landry, another
rape victim who said, “I didn’t
really want to have the abortion.
I have always been against abortion all my life. People think that
whenever anyone is raped, they
have to have an abortion. My
social worker just kept telling me
all kinds of things to encourage
me to have the abortion. They
didn’t give me any other option
except to abort.
(Continued on page 10)
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Abortion Techniques Described
Suction-Aspiration: The method of abortion most commonly used for early pregnancies.
The abortionist inserts a hollow plastic tube into the dilated uterus. The tube is connected
to a powerful suction apparatus. The suction tears the baby’s body into pieces.
Dilitation and curettage (D and C): Similar to the suction procedure except the abortionist inserts a tiny hoe-like instrument into the uterus. With this, the abortionist cuts the baby
into pieces and scrapes him/her out into a basin. Bleeding is usually profuse.

aaa

Dilitation and evacuation (D and E): Used after 12 weeks.
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‘The Abortifacient Nature of Some Contraceptives
THE BIRTH CONTROL PILL - The "Pill" causes 150 different chemical changes in the
woman's body (chemical warfare). This fact is documented in the Textbook of Contraception

by Malcolm Potts, director of Planned Parenthood of England (Cambridge Press 1983, p.144).
The "Pill" works in three ways:
1) Temporary Sterilization - preventing ovulation; however, it is estimated that the low

dosage pills now in use, fail to suppress ovulation 50% of the time!

2) Abortion - altering the lining of the womb, making it hostile to a newly conceived child
and preventing implantation in the womb.

3) Contraception - The "Pill" thickens the cervical mucus slowing the transportation of
sperm to the ovum.

INTRAUTERINE DEVICE (I.U.D.) - though touted and sold as a contraceptive, in reality,
the I.U.D. does not prevent conception. Neither does it prevent ovulation. The 1.U.D.'s
mode of action is to create a hostile and inflammatory environment in the womb so that a

newly conceived child cannot implant and grow there. The fertilized ovum is thus expelled.
Also acting as abortifacients are other equally deceptive “contraceptives” : Depo-Provera,

Norplant, RU486, Abortifacient Vaccines, Cytotec, etc.

1) D; 2)D; 3)C; 4)B; 5)CG,
Answers to Abortion LQ. Quiz
(1 in 5); 14)D
C)
6) D; 7) B; 8)D; 9) B; 10) C; 11) B; 12) A; 13
The Declaration of Independence begins with:

that they
"We hold these truths to be self evident, that all men are created equal,

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, among these are Life,
| Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness..."
|

=

Human Life Alliance of Minnesota, Inc.

(612) 484-1040

Human Life Alliance of Minnesota, Inc. is a non-profit, non-denominational organization committed to the intrinsic value of human life.
tection of

HLA is dedicated to advancing true justice by pro-

ALL Human Life, whatever the age, race, sex, physical condition, economic status or

place of residence (including the womb). HLA provides incentives to action through education,
political awareness and promotion of alternatives to violence in order to create a society in

which all Human Life is held sacred.
HLA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGES YOUR PARTICIPATION!

Human

Life Alliance or minnesota EDUCATION FUND, INC,
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needed because the baby’s bones are calcified, as is the skull. The abortionist inserts the
instrument into the uterus, seizes a leg or other part of the body and, with a twisting motion,
tears it from the baby’s body. The spine must be snapped and the skull crushed in order
to remove them from the womb.

Salt poisoning (saline injection): This is used after 16 weeks. A long needle is inserted
through the mother’s abdomen into the baby’s sac. Some fluid is removed and a strong salt
solution is injected. The solution is swallowed and “breathed” and slowly poisons the baby.
He/she kicks and jerks violently as he/she is literally being burned alive.
Hysterotomy or Caesarean Section: Used mainly in the last three months of pregnancy,
the womb is entered by surgery through the wall of the abdomen. The tiny baby is removed
and allowed to die by neglect or direct act.

Prostaglandin chemical abortion: This form of abortion uses chemicals, developed by the
Upjohn Pharmaceutical Co., which cause the uterus to contract intensely, pushing out the
developing baby. In one article, one of the complications listed with this method was “live
birth.” In fact, the two most “dreaded” complications for an abortionist are a dead mother
or a live baby.
Dilatation and Extraction (D and X) Late Term Abortions
(The authenticity of the following information has been confirmed in an article in the American
Medical Association’s Newsletter, American Medical News,

in the July 5, 1993 edition).

At a September13-14, 1992 meeting of the National Abortion Federation, a trade
association of abortion providers, an Ohio abortionist, Dr. Martin Haskell, described this
new technique he has perfected. Unlike the D & E procedure whereby the preborn child is
dismembered inside the mother’s womb, with the D & X method the preborn baby is alive
until the end of the procedure when the child is killed by suctioning the brain tissue through
a hole at the base of the skull while the baby’s head is still inside the uterus. Then the intact
aborted child, minus brain content, is removed from the womb.
According to the paper presented by Dr. Haskell the procedure takes three days and begins
with “dilation (and) MORE DILATION.” The cervix is initially dilated to 9-11 mm. with
mechanical dilators, in order to accommodate the placement of five to seven synthetic
laminaria, Dilapan hydroscopic dilators, which remain in place overnight.
of
The following morning the Dilapan are removed and replaced with a second insertion
.
15 to 25 dilators, again left overnight. The Dilapan process may cause severe cramping
es, if
On the third day, after removing the dilators, the abortionist ruptures the membran
places an
this-has not already happened, and drains the amniotic fluid. The abortionist
feet.
ultrasound transducer on the mother’s abdomen and locates the child’s legs and
pulls firmly,
The abortionist then uses a large forceps to grasp one of the baby’s legs. He
leg isdrawn
forcing the child intoa feet-down position. He continues pulling until the baby’s
into the birth canal.
body in a
Next, using his hands instead of forceps, the abortionist delivers the baby’s
by the
manner similar to a breech birth. First, the child’s other leg is delivered, followed
uterus.
torso, shoulders, and arms. The baby’s head “usually” remains inside the
decompresThe abortionist then performs the last step which Dr. Haskell calls “fetal skull
the child’s head
sion.” Using blunt-tipped surgical scissors in a closed position, he pierces
the skull opening.
at the base of the skull. He then forces the scissors open to enlarge
the wound and
Removing the scissors, the abortionist inserts a suction catheter into
the skull contents”)
vacuums out the child’s brain tissue (in Dr. Haskell’s words, “evacuates
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A pliers-like instrument is

and he then “applies
causing the baby’s death. With the skull emptied of brains, it collapses
traction to the (dead) fetus removing it completely from the patient.”
as old as 26
Dr. Haskell has performed over 700 of these abortions on preborn babies
of McMahon Med.
weeks. Dr. Haskell refers to another abortionist, Dr. James McMahon
who not only also uses
Center and Eve Surgical Centers in Los Angeles and Tarzama, CA,
32 weeks "or more."
this technique but sometimes uses it to abort preborn children up to
on said of this
Barbara Radford, Executive Director of the National Abortion Federati
"Don't apologize: this is
late-term abortion technique, in a 6/18/93 letter to NAF members,
a legal abortion procedure."

Carol Everett was involved in the abortion
industry in the Dallas/Ft.Worth, Texas, area
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Rape and Incest

As director of four

clinics, owner of two, Ms. Everett was responsible for the clinics' daily operation. Everett,
who had an abortion soon after it became legal
in 1973, now speaks out on...
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What is the governing force

behind the abortion industry?
A. Money. It is a very lucrative
business. It is the largest unregulated industry in our nation. Most of the clinics are run
in chains because it is so profitable.
How much money were you

making in the abortion
industry before you quit?
A. I was getting a commission of $25.00 on
every abortion I “sold”. In 1983, the year I
got out,

I would have pocketed approxi-

Carol Everett

How did you dispose of an
aborted baby?
A. In our clinics, we put them
down the garbage disposal.

We used the

already."” Here is a woman
who is being victimizednotonly

in the minority who have an

ever did. Why didn’t somebody give me an abortion when
I needed it?”
We, on the other hand, can
produce women who took the
advice of the pro-abortionists,
had the abortion and now say,

_abortiondo soonly under pres-

“This abortion ruined my life.

Why do you refer to “selling”

Abortion is supposed tobea

because sheis arape victim, but

sure from their parents tocon-

What were you telling me?”

abortions?

‘safe

also because she is black anda

__ceal theincestuousrelationship.

| We need to join rape and incest

minority and she has a low
income.
That is one of the
stories that upsets me the most.
Childbirth can be a victory.
For the majority of pregnant
rape victims who wisely choose
to forego abortion, childbirth
is the choice of triumph over
rape. It is a choice that says,
“Rape will not dictate my life.”
It allows them to show their
own courage and generosity.
When the need of pregnant
rape victims is carefully exam-

Because incest is a family pathology that involves father,
mother and daughter, all are involved in a conspiracy of si-

victims in demanding that proabortionists Stop exploiting the
pain of innocent women’s problems for their own political ends.

(Continued from page 8)
They saidI was just another minority bringing a child into the
world and there were too many

ous relationship but also give
hope of beginning a truly loving relationship.
In studies of incest victims,
the vast majority choose to carry

Q

the pregnancy to term.® Those

lence.?

tion is not necessary and in-

I interviewed Edith Young,
now 38 years old, who was a
rape and incest victim at 12
years of age. To cover up the
incident, her parents procured
an abortion for her without telling her what was to happen.
The emotional and physical
scars of incest and abortion still
last to this day. She said, "I was
being sexually attacked, threat-

deed is very likely to hinder
recoveryby increasing feelings

ened by him and betrayed by
Mom's silence...the abortion

ined, it can be shown the abor-

of guilt, shame and low self-

esteem.

Like Incest, Abortion
Promotes Silence
Incest victims face similar

problems. : Incest =is a very
complex issue and it ishardto
say much in avery short period
of time, but the vast majority of
incest victims want to carry their
pregnancy to term. These are
young girls for whom pregnancy is a way to break out of
an incestuous relationship with
their father, whom they may
love despite their confusion and
resentment about the way they
have been used as sexual objects. Since they still love the
father, having the child can not
only help expose the incestu-

which was to be in ‘my best
interest’ has not been...it only
‘saved their reputations,’ solved
their problems and allowed their

lives to go merrily on.'®
Pro-life persons don’t have
any reason to be
a: ashamed
wren to
defend a pro-life view in the
case of rape or incest. The
ones who need to be ashamed
are the pro-abortionists who
have been exploiting the problems of rape and incest victims, confusing the public and
promoting abortion for their
own social engineering goals.
To my knowledge, pro-aboruionists have never yet brought
together a group of rape and

incest victims who carried their
pregnancies to term who said,
“Oh, that was the worst thing I

Money — that’s where my heart was.

A. The product, abortion, is skillfully marketed and sold to the woman at the
Crisis time in her life. She buys the product,
finds it defective and wants to return it for a
refund. But, it’s too late. Her baby is dead.

‘Pregnancy
and Sexual Assault,

53-72.
2Aborted Women: Silent No

more.

David

C.

Reardon

(1987), pp. 206-210.
3 &Text omitted.
SOutcome Following Thera-

peutic Abortion. Payne et al.,
Arch. Gen. 5
aaa 33:725-

733 (June 1976).
*Supra, note 1.
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Life,

Maloof, in The Psychological
Aspects of Abortion, ed. Mall

and Watts (1979), pp. 73-110.
*Father-Daughter Incest —

Treatment of
the Family.
Kennedy, Laval Medical
40:946-950
(1969)
¥
‘
Supra note 2,
p . 212-218.
sl
David C. Reardon is Director
of the Elliot Institute for Social
Sciences Research and author
of the book “Aborted Women:
Silent No More" (1987). Fora

In what way is the woman
deceived?
A. In two ways — the clinic personnel and the marketers must deny the per-

sonhood of the child and the pain caused by
the procedure. Every woman has two questions, “Is ita baby?” and “Does it hurt?” The
abortionist must answer “NO” He/she must
lie to secure the consent of the woman and
the collection of the clinic’s fee. The women
| They were told that there would be only
slight cramping, whereas, in reality, an
abortion is excruciatingly painful.

Newsletter, Vol 2, Fall 1988

kills the life of a baby after it has be gun. It is dangerous to your life and
Parenthood now operates the nation’s largest number of abortion mills.
taken from New Dimensions magazine (Sept/Oct 1991, p. 22): “Planned
acknowledged what the anti-abortion camp has been saying for years:
from abortion-induced trauma.”

experience.

What

complications did you witness?
A. We were doing a one-day traumatic
dilation, which has a higher rate of complication. In the last 18 months I was in the
business, we were completing over 500 abortions monthly and killing or maiming one
woman out of 500. Common complications
that take place are perforations or tears in the
uterus. Many of those result in hysterectomies.

The doctor might cut or harm

the

urinary tract, which then requires surgical
repair. A complication that is rarely publicized is the one in which the doctor perforates the uterus and pulls the bowels through
the vagina, resulting in colostomy. Some of
those can be reversed, some must live with
their

How did you keep these
complications and deaths from
the public?

What type of counseling was
offered at the clinics?
A. In the clinics
;
:
;
cs in which I was

A. The woman would be loaded into my car
(an ambulance outside an abortion clinic is
ible
advertisi
‘terrible advertising) and transported to a

We answered only the questions the woman

the abortion clinic’s reputation. The concern is not with the patient only in keeping an
unblemished reputation. You havea built-in
cover-up with the patients’ family. They are
dealing with their guilt and emotions over
the situation and do not want to deal with the

:
+a
:
involved we didn’t do any real counseling.

asked and tried not to “rock the boat.” We
did not discuss alternatives to abortion unless the woman forced us to. We sold abor-

lions.

Newsletter, write to: P.O. Box

9079, Springfield, IL 62791.
The majority of this article
appeared in Association for
Interdisciplinary Research

heavy duty model. Some second and third
trimester babies’ muscle structure is so strong
that the baby will not come apart, so they
must be disposed of through trash receptacles.

were told that we were dealing with
a “prodthe colostomy for the remainder of
uct of conception” or a “glob of tissue” __ lives.

copy of Post-abortion Review

In 1963, a Planned Parenthood publication, Plan Your Children For Health and Happiness,

9 out of 10 women who have ‘safe and legal’ abortions suffer

I planned to net $1 million. Money, Money,

Sandra Mahkom, in The Psyee
ects of Abortion,
ed.
Mall and
Watts (1979), pp.

Planned Parenthood Ignores Own Advice
stated: “An abortion
health.” Yet Planned
Consider this quote
Parenthood recently

mately $250,000. But, in 1984 we expected
to be operating five clinics, terminating about
40,000 pregnancies, and with that projection

Q
;

What method of abortion
did your clinics use?
A. For the most part, the abortion

industry stopped using saline and
prosiagiandin procedures because of the
number of live births. A live birth means
you have to let the baby die, or dispose of it
in some distasteful way. Most second and
third trimester abortionists use the D & E

(dilation and evacuation) method.
The
abortionist uses large forceps to crush the

baby inside the mother’s uterus and remove
it in pieces, The side effects of live births
and the mother going through labor are
avoided. But it is a horrible procedure in
which the baby must be re-constructed out-

side the uterus to be certain all the parts ha
been removed.
r
nas

ital
tha
,
hospital
that would protect the doctor and

added pressure of exposing the truth through
the media.

Why did you get out of the
abortion business?

A. Two things came into play at
about the same time. I experienced a profoundly religious transformation--a conversion. At about the time I was having second
thoughts a Dallas television station did an

expose disclosing the abortions performed

at my clinic on non-pregnant women — all

for money! I finally realized, “We weren’t

helping women — we were destroying them

— and their children.” By then my transfor-

mation was complete and I knew that I not
only had to stop being involved with abortions but I had to help promote the truth.

11
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ABORTION:

Post Abortion Syndrome

Possible Effects on Your Body

(Women suffering mental and emotional anguish following an abortion)

Immediate

Dr. Anne Speckhard, Ph.D, in her study on Post Abortion Syndrome, found
the following effects on women.

eIntense pain *Punctured uterus *Excessive bleeding
eInfection *Parts of baby left inside *Shock/Coma
¢Damage to other organs *Death

Events Related to Abortion

Later

°
*
¢
*
¢
¢

Inability to become pregnant again »Miscarriage/Stillbirths *Tubal Preganancies
ePremature births *Pelvic inflammatory disease
eHysterectomy *Two to Four times Higher Risk of Developing Breast Cancer

“People do not understand that there are thousands of serious physical complications
from abortion every year in this country.”

Dr. Beard Nathanson, OB-GYN,

¢
©
°
°
«
*

Possible Effects on Your Emotions

The Most Common
eGuilt »*Desire to become pregnant again
eDepression/Crying sInability to forgive yourself *Intense grief/sadness
eAnger/Rage *Emotional numbness
Sexual problems *Lowered self-esteem
Nightmares *Anorexia or other eating disorders
eDrug or alcohol abuse *Suicidal urges

Psychologist.

had hallucinations related to the abortion
perceived visitation from the aborted child
had nightmares related to the abortion
experienced feelings of “craziness”
had flashbacks of abortion experience
had a preoccupation with the aborted child

Most Common

"The inherent risk of abortion is not fully appreciated, both by many in the profession
The American Colleges of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
and certainly not by the public.”

, or how
“Abortion has a painful aftermath, regardless of the woman’ s religious beliefs
Vincent Rue, Ph.D,
positive she may have felt beforehand about her decision to abort.”

23%
35%
54%
69%
73%
81%

61%
65%
69%
73%
77%
81%

Behavioral Problems After Abortion

increased their use of alcohol
had thoughts of suicide
were sexually inhibited
had flashbacks of the abortion
experienced an inability to communicate
experienced frequent crying

Problems ... after an abortion?
MEDICAL ¢ LEGAL « EMOTIONAL HELP
CALL 1-800-634-2224 AMERICAN RIGHTS COALITION
or 1-800-962-2319 LEGAL ACTION FOR WOMEN
Additional Resources listed on Page 5

I've been there too!
"Tim, I think I'm pregnant." It was New
Year's Eve, 1973. My boyfriend sighed
deeply, his gaze remaining fixed on the TV.

"Just have your period, all right?" he muttered. I felt a sour lump in the back of my
throat. My breasts were tender.
pregnant, and I was scared!

Yes, I was

I knew from hard experience how tough
it was raising a child as a single mother. I
already had a 2-year old daughter, Jennifer,
from an earlier unsuccessful marriage. We
lived in the inner city and could barely make
ends meet. Tim's non-committal response to

my distress when the pregnancy was confirmed, and his move to Chicago, 400 miles
away, left me despondent and leaning more
and more toward abortion as the "easy way

out."

I was already struggling financially

with one child. How could I raise two?

I drove to Chicago to try to convince Tim
to marry me. He was deaf to my pleas and
unmoved by my tears. Believing I had no

viable alternative, I convinced him to give
me money for an abortion.
As I sat in the abortion clinic waiting my
turn, everything around me seemed like a

nightmare. Women lounged on garishly

printed couches as rock music played on the
intercom. Everything seemed so casual, and
there I was, feeling like I wanted to die .

When the nurse called my name, I changed
my mind, broke into tears, and left.
Still, there was no one I could turn to.
Back at the University, I often cried myself
to sleep. I secretly wished for a miscarriage.

I decided to confide in a couple of college
professors. They collected money to fly me
back to Chicago to have an abortion. Now
I was determined, even obligated, to go

through with it. Still, I agonized!
Ironically, that semester, I was taking a

class in fetal development. I knew there was

a baby in my womb with her heart beating
and her own circulatory system. Those
pictures flashed in my mind as I sat there,
clad in a paper gown and paper slippers.
I was summoned to the room where the
abortions are performed. I could hear a
woman sobbing hysterically in the recovery
room. It reminded me of someone who had
witnessed the death of a loved one ina fatal
accident. I'll never forget it.
With my feet in the stirrups I waited as the
nurses were setting up the equipment. As the
doctor was examining me, before the abortion, he suddenly stopped and said to the
nurse, " Get her out of here. She's too far
along." Relief instantly washed over me!
How odd! I had thought I wanted an abortion but now felt instantly relieved to know

I was still pregnant.
I decided to use every ounce of courage I

could muster to deal with my pregnancy and
become a survivor. My ambivalence turned
into love and compassion for my unborn
child. When my beautiful daughter was
born, I named her Melanie.
It took energy and creativity to support

the three of us. My two daughters inspired
me to do great things. They have not stood
in the way of my career. They have only
enhanced it. I finished my Bachelor's degree; then I went on to get my Master's and

Ph.D. Besides being a proud mother, I am
happily married, a published author, a motivational speaker for one of the largest public
seminar companies in the U.S. and a parttime musician.

If you are in a crisis pregnancy, I cannot
promise that it will be easy. I can only
promise that the anguish will pass and there
are people who will help you through this
trying time. (Refer to pg. 5) As someone
who has "been there" I understand the anguish you are experiencing. One day you
will look back on the birth of yourchild, and
say, as I do of Melanie's, "I did the right
thing. And I feel proud."
Sincerely, with love,

Dr. Angela V. Woodhull
Gainesville, Florida

I have learned that life is really about
When we endure
developing character.
something tough, our character and self-

esteem are strengthened. At least a dozen
women who have confessed to me that
they've had abortions have discovered that
the "easy way out" is just an illusion. Some
of them are in abusive relationships. Some
are on anti-depressants. Others just seem
detached from life. Some sadly remember
their aborted child's "would be" birthday
each year.

Angela Woodhull, Ph.D.

Dr. Woodhull can be reached through
Human Life Alliance 612-484-1040.
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How Developed Is Your Baby?

Don't Make My Mistakes
Some people say

Baby at Approximately

that abortion is
“an informed decision
between a woman and
her physician.”
You hear that a lot.
But the fact is that
most women never meet
the abortionist
until they are on the
table, as happened in
my case.

Six Weeks

This remarkable photograph of a tiny preborn baby in his unruptured amniotic sac
was taken after surgery (for a tubal pregnancy) at the University of Minnesota by

medical photographer, Robert Wolfe, in
1972. This picture demonstrates the remarkable early development of a preborn
baby at only six weeks after conception.

Michelle C.

I was 18 years old when I got pregnant. I wasn’t serious about my
boyfriend. It was a casual relationship. Since I had already enlisted in
the Air Force, I thought I had to have an abortion in order to make
something out of my life.

Consider This Testimony
“Eleven years ago while giving an anesthetic for a ruptured ectopic pregnancy (at 8

second, with a natural swimmer’s stroke.
This tiny human did not look at all like the

weeks

what I

photos and drawings and models of ‘em-

believe was the smallest living human ever

bryos’ which I had seen, nor did it look like
a few embryos I have been able to observe
since then, obviously because this one was

seen.

gestation).

I was

handed

The embryonic sac was intact and

transparent. Within the sac was atiny human
male swimming extremely vigorously in the
amniotic fluid, while attached to the wall by
the umbilical cord.

alive!

“When the sac was opened, the tiny human

This tiny human was

immediately lost his life and took on the

perfectly developed, with long, tapering
fingers, feet and toes. It was almost transparent, as regards the skin, and the delicate
arteries and veins were prominent to the
ends of the fingers.

appearance of what is accepted as the appearance of an embryo at this stage of life

“The baby was extremely alive and swam

about the sac approximately one time per

Feet of Baby at
Ten Weeks

(with blunt extremities etc.).”
Statement by Paul E. Rockwell, M.D.,
anesthesiologist, as quoted by Dr. and Mrs.
J.C. Willke in Handbook on Abortion.

My best friend drove me to the abortion clinic. I was there for about
four hours. It was like an assembly line. When the ultrasound was being
done I asked to see it. But this wasn’t allowed (so much for “an informed
decision” ). Then I asked how far along I was. I was told I was nineand-a-half weeks pregnant. That hit me hard. I knew then that my baby
was further developed than I had thought. I started doubting, and wanted
to talk to my friend. But I wasn’t allowed to do that either.

When it was my turn the nurse told me that I was going to feel some

discomfort, like strong menstrual cramps.

The truth is that the abortion

was more pain than I’ve ever felt in my life. It felt like my insides were
literally being sucked out of my body. Afterwards I went into shock!
After the abortion, I tried to make up for the abortion by trying to get
pregnant again. I wanted my baby back. I never got pregnant again. |
don't know if I can ever have another baby. I named my baby. I found
out later that this is part of the grieving process.
I ended up in the hospital with bulimia two-and-one-half years later. I
felt that no one had punished me for what I had done so I was punishing

myself. I became obsessed with women who were pregnant, with women
who would talk about their pregnancy.
suffering from post-abortion trauma.

My life was in shambles! I was

When I was 21 years old God brought me help through a woman who

Dr. Russell Sacco of Oregon
took this picture of the perfectly formed feet of a 10week-old aborted baby waiting for disposal in a
pathoiogist’s laboratory. The
feet in the picture are held
between the doctor’s thumb
and forefinger.

was involved in pro-life activism. She helped me a lot. I went through a
post-abortion counseling program called “Conquerors.” God not only
forgave me, He challenged me to help others . I answered the challenge!

I started picketing and sidewalk counseling. There is a healing process
that comes from getting involved in the pro-life movement. I talk to youth

groups and students about abstinence and I share my testimony. To them,
and to you, I plead, “Piease don’t make the same mistakes I did.”

At full

See pages 5 & 8 for alternatives to abortion!

Human Life Alliance of Minnesota, Inc.
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